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Abstract 
Mansour Haghighatian 
Th is paper investigated the ·association between 
sel ected s oc ial and environmental factors and age and 
sex-spec i f ic cancer mortal ity by planning d i strict in 
South Dakota for 196 0 to 198 0 . 
Social factors included median family income , 
percent o f  famil ies in poverty , educat ion , and 
urban iz at ion . Environmental factors included herbicide 
use , pest ic ide use , and fert i l i zer use . S e lected 
demographi c  variables , such as age , sex , and race were 
uses as control variables . 
Moderni zat ion theory was chosen as ·the conceptual 
framework . It was asserted that as the United States 
industrial i z ed ,  standard of l iving also rose , and a shi ft 
from communicable diseases to degenerat ive i l l nesses as 
maj or causes of death al so took place , thus making cancer 
. .  
an important factor in mortal ity analys i s . 
Census , vital statistics data , and agricultural 
census data were uti l i z ed .. For stati st�cal purposes , 
multip l e  regress i·on analys is ( Leaps and Bourids procedure) 
was performed to identi fy the variables or sets of 
vari ab l es and the ir expl anations of the variab il ity in 
the dependent variable . Correlat ion was al s o  performed to 
test research hypotheses . 
I t  was found that death due to female breast cancer 
had the h ighest increase in South Dakota from 1 9 6 0  to 
1 9 8 0 , fol lowed by respiratory organs death and lymphat ic 
tissues cancer . death . However ,  death due to connective 
tissues and genital organs cancer had decreased during 
this period . 
O f  the independent variables considered , income , 
herb icide use , percent of poverty famil ies , and educat ion 
were s igni ficantly related to d i fferent types of cancers . 
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CHAPTER ONE 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND STUDY OBJECTIVES 
Introduction 
The United States mortal ity rate has , in general , 
steadi l y  decl ined since the mid-nineteenth century . The 
"mortal ity rate for the white popul ation was 2 1 . 4  per . 
1 0 0 0  in 1 8 5 5 , it dropped to 17 . 2  per 1 0 0 0  population by 
1 9 0 0 , and by 1 9 8 1 ,  the death rate was 8 . 7  per 1 0 0 0  
populat ion" ( PRB , 3 7 , 2 : 15 ) . 
The decl ine was bas ically a consequence o f  
modern i z at ion which improved both living conditions and 
medical care . Modernization , as a process of economic 
development and soc ial change , has impacted other spheres 
of society as wel l . It introduced industrial ·product ion 
to pre- industrial soc iety , thereby dramat i cally 
increas ing product ivity . I t  also brought about many 
changes in health technology , the appl icat ion of whi�h 
decreased the number and rate of premature deaths among 
the members of a l l  age groups and it added many · years to 
l i fe expectancy . Thi s  in turn led to the . . control o f  
infecti ous and communicable diseases such as · 'cholera , 
tuberculos i s , and the l ike . 
However , modernizati6n ·also had the e ffect of 
speeding up the pace of l i fe ;  pressuring people to be 
constant and e f f icient with. the ir time , increased 
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mob i l ity ,  thereby "weakening" traditional family ties , 
produc ing and expos ing humans to many di f ferent kinds O·f 
chemicals� For instance , as far as agr icultural chemicals 
are concerned , "An est imated 1 . 4  b i l l ion pounds of 
pest ic ides are appl ied in the Un�ted States , . . .  a 
one-thousand percent increase s ince 1 9 4 7 "  ( Fox , 
1 9 8 6 : 14 0 ) . 
These factors of moderni zat ion helped peopl e  survive 
chi l dhood and commun icable diseases and increased life 
expectancy , thereby making degenerative d isease s l ike 
heart di seases , cancer ,  hypertens ion , · and the l ike ,  
l eading causes o f  death . I n  fact , "heart d isease has 
remained the l eading cause of death for the last 4 0  
years " ( PRB , 3 7 , 2 : 17 ) . I n  this process ,  l ong term cpanges 
-------
in population also took place . That i s , as the soc iety 
moved from pre- industrial to industriali both b i rth rates 
and death rates decl ined , although at. d i f ferent pace� and 
t imes . 
Death rates in S outh Dakota 
Death rates in S outh Dakota have generally followed 
the pattern o f  the United Stat.es . That i s , degenerative 
. . 
diseases have replaced infectious ones ·as m�j or causes of 
death . Whereas in 1 9 1 0 , heart diseases were responsible 
to 8 . 2  percent and cancer for 6 . 6  percent o f  ·south 
3 
Dakota ' s  deaths , they were responsible for 1 4 . 6  percent 
and 8 . 6  percent , respect ively , in 1 9 3 0 .  I n  1 9 8 0 , deaths · 
due to heart d iseases counted for 4 0 . 9  percent of al l 
deaths and the number for cancer had increased to 19 . 3  
( South Dakota Department of Health , 1 9 1 0 , 1 9 3 2 , 1 9 8 2 ) . 
I nterest ingly enough , a di fference between South Dakota 
and the United States mortal ity rates i s  that South 
Dakota ' s  rate has sl ightly increased during the past few 
decades .  S outh Dakota ' s  death rate in 1 9 0 0  was 7 . 1  per 
1 0 0 0  population , it increased to 9 . 7  in 1 9 6 0 , and in 
1 9 8 1 , it was 9 . 3  per 1 0 0 0  populat ion · ( south Dakota 
Department o f  Health , 1 9 1 0 , 19 6 1 , 1 9 8 2 ) . Thi s  i s, 
however , bas ical ly due to an increase in the ·proport ion 
of older peop l e  in South Dakota . That is , whereas in 
18 9 0 ,  only 4 . 4  percent of South Dakota population was 6 0  
years o f  age and over , this number had increased t o  17 . 7  
percent by 1 9 8 0 , as compared to 1 5 . 7  percent for the 
United States populat ion in general in 1 9 8 0  ( Ri l ey et 
al . ,  1 9 8 4 : 7 , 1 3 ) . 
Statement of the Problem 
Thi s  research invest igates the as sociat ion . · between 
sel ected s oc ial and environmental factors and age and 
sex-speci fic cancer mortal ity by region (plann ing 
di strict) in S outh Dakota for 1 9 6 0  through 1 9 8 0 . 
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s oc ial factors include median income , percent of 
fami l ies i n  poverty , urbanizat ion , and education . 
Environmental factors include use o f  agr icultural 
chemical s , (l ike pesticides and herbicides , in terms of 
percent o f  regional farmland treated with each chemical ) ,  
that have been shown to be carc inogenic . Sel ected 
variab l es l ike. sex , age , and race , wil l be treated as 
control variab les . 
Importance of the Probl em 
Cancer i s  as much a sociological · phenonmonon as it 
is b i o l ogica l . That is , many of the factors that are 
� igni ficantly rel ated to cancer , l ike education or 
occupation , are sociological in nature . Cance� i s  the 
second leading cause of death in the United States . Each 
year over 8 0 0 , 0 0 0  Americans are diagnosed as having 
cancer and over 4 0 0 , 0 0 0  wil l  die from _ it (Roth , 1 9 8 5 : yi i )  
and a lthough some assert that cancer i s  " inevitab l e "  
( Fox , 1 9 8 2 : 1 0 8 ) , others argue that according t o  ·Nat ional 
Cancer I nstitute research , " It has been est imated that as · 
much as 9 0  percent o f  a l l  human cancers are caused by 
env ironmenta l  factors ranging from pestic ides to . 
industrial chemical s "  (Fox , · 1 9 8 6 : 6 7 ) , and t�ere fore could 
be avoided ( or postponed ) through better understand ing of 
the associated var iables ( Goode and Rosenbau� , 1 9 8 3 : 7 5 ) . 
5 
Farm chemicals have been impl icated as pos sible 
causes of certa in cancers . This is an important is sue 
cons idering the dependency of South Dakota on 
agriculture . According to Schluter and Edmonds ( 19 8 6 : 3 3 ) , 
i f  the proportion of farmworkers . to the state ' s  total 
food and f iber system j obs ( al l  agricultural rel ated j obs 
such as farm product ion , farm chemica l product ion , 
assembl ing , process ing and distributing raw farm 
products )  i s  cons idered as the criterion for agricultural 
dependency , then S outh Dakota ranked number one . 
At the closing of his article on " cancer mortal ity 
in I owa Farmers , 1 9 7 1-7 8 " , Burme ister ( 19 8 1 : 4 6 4 )  suggests 
that , " Research to assess the possib l e  rol es o f  
fert i l i z ers , insecticides , fungicides , and herb icides in 
causing cancers should continue " .  Bues ching and Wol l stadt 
( 19 8 4 : 5 0 3 ) observed that , "A study recently conducted in 
I owa and reported in thi s  j ournal i s  the only one to 
focus exclus ively on farmers in the midwest " .  It is hoped 
that thi s  study , which . focused on an agricul tura·l 
midwestern state , will  shed more l ight on the 
rel ationship between environmental factors arid cancer 
mortal ity . 
. 
Objectiv�s · of the Stud� 
The obj ectives of this study are as fol l ows : 
1 )  To describe patterns that have occurred in 
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cancer- speci f ic death rates by age , · sex , and race over 
t ime . That i s , to see if members of any of these groups 
are more prone to speci f ic types o f  cancer . 
2 )  To investigate i f  there i s  an associat ion between 
soc i a l  and env ironmental factors and cancer deaths rates . 
Organi z ation of the Dissertati on 
The remai nder of the dissertation i s  organi z ed as 
fol l ows : 
1 .  Chapter I I  reviews the sel ected l iterature 
pert inent to the subj ect . 
2 .  Chapter I I I  includes the theoretical orientat ion 
·ut il i z ed in the study . 
3 .  Chapter IV conta ins the research design and 
methodol ogy . I t  a l so contains operati onal def�nitions of 
the variab l es and research hypotheses . 
4 .  Chapter V presents the findings o f  the study_and 
present s  interpretations about the findings . 
5 .  Chapter VI conta ins the summary , conclusions , and 
impl i cati ons o f  the study . Suggest ions for future 
research are a l s o  included in thi s  chapter . 
CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduct ion 
Although cancer has been around for quite some time , 
it was not unt i l  the early decades of th i s  century that 
it ros e  to become one . of  the leading causes of death in 
the United States . Whereas in 19 0 0  cancer ranked ninth 
among the ten l eading causes of death and was respons ible 
to 3 . 7  percent of all deaths , in 1 9 3 0  it ranked thi rd and 
was respons ible for 8 . 6  percent o f  deaths ( Omran , 
1 9 8 0 : 2 7 ) . By 1 9 4 0 ,  cancer was the second l eading cause of 
death and has remained so ever s ince ( PRB , 3 7 , 2:1 7 ) . 
This chapter includes a review of studies and l iterature 
which can provide better understanding o f  cancer and its 
determinants ,  primari ly the soc ial influences . However , 
before we proceed , a few points shoul d  be clar i f i ed . 
When impl icat ing cancer as a cause of death , . care is 
taken to note that the increased noticeab i l ity o f cancer 
does not necessari ly mean an actual increase in cancer 
incidence . Thi s  is because : 
a )  Whereas previously such ·matters [ l ike cancer ]  
o ften used to b e  hushed:�p and th� diagnosis was 
perhaps withhel d  even from the victim� nowadays 
peop l e  may, di scuss it with friends . and relat ives. 
b )  Cancers are now diagnosed that might previously 
have gone unnoticed in the medical treatment ( and 
subs7quent death cert i fication ) of dying people . 
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c )  cancer has become more common as a cause of death 
chiefly because of the prevention or cure of so many 
other di seases . 
d )  There i s  a larger proportion o f  old people today , 
and cancer r isks are greater in old people ( Dol l 
and Peto , 1 9 8 1 : 1 2 0 7 ; also Lil ienfel d , 1 9 7 2 : 8 - 1 0 ) . 
FACTORS AFFECTING CANCER RATES 
The Prob lem of Causal ity 
A maj or prob lem in deal ing with cancer is causal ity . 
The most important issue in thi s  category i s  due to the 
fact that most cancers have a l atency perioq between one 
to three decades ( Doll  and Peto , 19 8 1 : 1 2 3 9 ; a l so Roth , 
1 9 8 5 : 3 9 ) . That i s , cancer in humans develops many years 
a fter the initial exposure to a carcinogen and it. is . hard 
to keep other variables in check during this l ong period . 
Another problem is that many substances are not 
. . 
directly e ffect ive as carc inogens . However ,  th�se 
substances are or can be metabol ical ly. a ltered to become 
carcinogenic ( Gr i ffiths , 19 8 4�8 ) . In addit ion , some 
chemical s become ·more carcinogenic in associat ion with 
other factors . For example , " Dust and high l eve l s  of 
o z one . • •  increase product ion of paroxon from the wide ly 
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used organophosphate pesticide parathion 3 0 - fold over 
cleaner s7tt ings " . . •  " Paroxon , formed by the addition of 
oxygen to parath ion , is 10 to 1 0 0  times more toxic than 
parathion and appears to have caused at l east 2 9  
poisonings i n  Cal i fornia field-workers " ( Fox , 1 9 8 6 : 7 3 ) . 
A thi rd problem is the dif ferent react ion of 
d i fferent people to the same cause . For example , " in the 
case o f  asbestos , it may cause disease in some people but 
not in others working right alongs ide them under 
virtual ly identical circumstances "  ( Polako f f  and 
Rosenbaum , 1 9 8 3 : 2 0 2 ) . 
I n  cons idering the causes of cancer , it i s  important 
to note that there are a multitude o f  factors in complex 
interplay that l ead to the onset o f  cancer . :In  
del ineati ng determinants o f  who wi l l  and who wi l l  not 
devel op cancer , according to Dol l  and Peto ( 19 8 1 : 1 2 0 3 ) , 
one shoul d  pay attention to three categories ; " no.t only 
• nature ' ,  • nurture ' ,  but al so ' luck ' or the play o f  
chance " .  " Nature " refers t o  a n  individua l ' s  genetic make 
up , and thi s  certa inly influences the l ike l ihood o f  
devel op ing some types of cancers . . "Nur·ture " re fers to 
social and envi ronmental faCtors influ�nci ng one ' s  risks 
of getting cancer ( Mor� will be said about �he nature and 
nurture factors;l ater ) � But these two catego�ies do not 
constitute a l l  the determinants . " Luck takes care o f  the 
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remaining di fferences in outcome " ( Dol l_and Pe
to , 19 8 1 :  
1 2 0 4 ) . Th� argument is that in stud ies done on animals , 
even among genetical ly identical an imals kept under 
closely uni form laboratory cond it ions , some wil l  die of 
cancer in middl e age , while others might l ive on into old 
age without cancer . Or , for example , some peop l e  die of 
cancer at the age of 40 or 5 0  while some others l iving 
under s imi lar c ircumstances wil l  go on l iving into their 
7 0 s  and 8 0 s . Therefore , it is suggested that " Nature and 
nurture a f fect the probabil ity that each indiv idual wi l l  
devel op cancer , and luck then determines exactly which 
individual s  wil l  actual ly do so" ( Ibid . ) .  I t  should be 
noted that even though the role of chance or luck might 
be enormous on an individual bas i s , on an aggregate bas i s  
i t s  in fluence i s  minima l , s ince good and bad luck can 
average each other out . Therefore , . as far as thi s  study 
is concerned , chance i s  given no role to p l ay . Now , with 
these poi nts in mind , an examination of some o f"the 
factors that have been suggested by the l iterature as 
caus ing cancer or increas ing one ' s  suscept ibi lity to 
cancer wil l  be discussed . 
Susceptibil ity 
Carcinogens do not affect everyone who is exposed to 
them ident ical ly , and it appears that some peop l e  are 
1 1  
more prone t o  getting cancer than others . The fol lowing 
are some �uggested factors influencing thi s  d i f ferential 
suscept ib i l ity . S ince these factors do not cause cancer 
by themselves , in thi s  study , they w i l l  be cons idered as 
control vari ables . 
Genetic and Biological Factors 
It has been suggested that individual s  with certain 
genetic characteristics are more suscept ible to some 
cancers . For example , it has been shown· that in the 
development o f  leuke:mia in identical twins , " the risk is 
� in 5 o f  devel oping leukemia within a few months of the 
onset o f  the disease in the other twin i f  one twin has 
the d i sease"  ( Griffiths , 1 9 8 4 : 4 ) . Or that people " whose 
� 
' ABO ' b l ood group ( a  factor that i s  determined purely 
genetica l l y )  is of type ' A '  h�ve a stomach cancer risk 
some 2 0% greater than that of thei r  6ompatriots of type 
' O '  ( Do l l  and Peto ; 1 9 8 1 : 12 0 4 ) . Of the genet ic and 
biological factors , age , sex , and race are discussed 
bel ow . 
Age 
Cancer has sometimes beeri cal led the d{sease o f  old 
age ( Roth , 1 9 8 5 : 1 ) . In-fact , about 50 percen� o f  al l 
cancers occur in those who are over 6 4  years o f  age 
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( Gr i f f iths , 1 9 8 4 : 3 7 9 ) . The fol lowing are among pos s ible 
explanatiqns o f  the age factor : 
a )  Advancing age allows for prolonged exposure to 
occupational and environmental mater ials that could 
be carc inogenic . 
b )  With advanced age comes the breakdown ( or 
weakening ) of the body ' s  immune-survei l lance system , 
making the aged more vulnerable . 
c )  I ntrins ic cellular factors and changes in 
hormonal l evel s  of the aging individual s renders 
them more suscept ible ( Griffiths, 1 9 8 4 ; also Kent , 
1 9 7 7 )  . 
I t  should also be noted that with aging comes a 
general deteriorat ion of the body and it ' s  dif ferent 
organs , l ike decreasing elasticity o f  the lungs , 
decreased cardiac output , dimini shed muscle s i z e  and 
strength , and the resulting fat igue . Al l these make the 
aged suscept ibl e  to more diseases including canderi 
However , s ome doubt whether thinking of aging per se as 
an important determinant of cancer is scienti �ica l ly 
fruitful , s ince it can not be interferred with ( Doll  and 
Peto , 1 9 8 1 : 1 2 0 5 )  . . 
Sex 
Men and women seem to be dif ferential ly suscept ibl e 
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t o  d i fferent types of cancers . For instance , cancer o f  
the b reas� i s  more prevalent among women , wherea s cancer 
of the digestive tract is more frequent among men . 
The fact that men and women have d i fferential 
morb idity and mortal ity has been a subj ect of curios ity 
and research . To be sure , the mortal ity d i fferential 
between the sexes has increased s ince the early decades 
of thi s  century ; "male and female expectations of l i fe at 
birth in the United States increased from 4 8 . 4 6 and 5 2 . 0 1 
years in 1 9 1 0� a 3 . 5 5 year d i fference- to 6 6 . 8 8 and 7 3 . 8 7 
years in 1 9 6 5 - a 6 . 9 9 difference- an increase of 3 . 4 3 
years in the sex mortal ity dif ferential " ( Retherford , 
1 9 7 5 : 2 5 ) . 
S ome might argue that this dif ference is biological . 
That i s , mal es have inferior longevity compared to women . 
In fact , Rether ford ( 19 7 5!9 ) reports that Hamilton ( 1 9 4 8 )  
" reviewed approximately s ixty studies· encompas s ing about 
seventy- f ive species and found inferior mal e  l o�gev ity in 
a lmost every case . Represented were nematodes , 
crustaceans , insects , arachnids , repti les , b irds , and 
f i sh , as wel l  as mamma l s " . Furthermore; in a study of the 
cathol ic brotherhoods and . sis.terhoods w�d have s imi lar 
and constant l i fe�styles , . it was found that �ortal ity 
d i f ferences between the sexes were s imilar to that of the 
general populat ion ( Madigan , 19 5 6 )  . 
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On the other hand , research al so shows that in 
countries where female status is low ,  fema l e  mortal ity 
. 
could be higher than that o f  the male ' s . Bogue (19 69 : 5 69) 
asserts that : 
Unt i l  very recently in India death rates for 
females appeared to be higher than for mal es at 
a lmost a l l  ages . This has been thought to be 
a s soci ated with the neglect of females when they 
become i l l  and the concentration of medical care 
on mal e  members of the family . 
S ex mortal ity d�fferentials can a l so be 
substantial ly a ffected by social factors . I n  analyz ing 
data on the e f fects of cigarette smoking on sex mortal ity 
d i f ferential s , Retherford (19 7 5 : 1 04 ) observes that : 
Analys i s  shows that smoking accounted for about 
4 7  percent of the femal e-male d i f ference'in 
5 0e 3 7  ( l i fe expectancy between 37 and 8 7, the 
age range o f  the AC� ( American Cancer S oc iety ] 
data ) i n  1 9 6 2 , and about 7 5  percent · of  the 
increase in the female-male difference in 5 0e3 7 
between 1 9 1 0  and 1 9 6 2 . 
In a study concerneu with the relationship between 
mal ignant lymphoma and . multiple myeloma and agricultural 
chemica l s  in New Zealand , Pearce et al . (19 8 5 : 2 3 3 ) , found 
that among other things , men were at a highe� ' risk of 
non-Hodgkin ' s lymphoma and mu_l tiple myel oma ; " the . · 
observati on that
. 
males ' rates · a.re cons istent�y higher 
than those in females could suggest a pos s ible 
occupational risk factor" . 
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There fore , both social and biological factors , seem 
to be at w?rk in creating the sex mortal ity d i f ferential . 
Three general hypotheses have been suggested to explain 
the sex mortal ity dif ferential : 
Race 
1 )  The h igh male/ female rat io ref l ects the fact that 
males are exposed . to environmenta l  carcinogens . 
2 )  Males are , by their very nature , more 
suscept ible , with exposure to carcinogens rema ining 
the same for both sexes . 
3 )  Both increased exposure and increased 
pred i spos ition are involved in high mal e/ female 
rati o  ( Li l ienfeld et al . ,  19 7 2 : 1 0 8 ) . 
I n  ethnical ly complex soc ieties , where more than one 
racial group l ives , morbidity and mortal ity l evel s  could 
( and usual ly do ) d i f fer . That i s  indeed the case in the 
United States . Weeks ( 1 9 8 6 : 1 5 6 )  reports that data 
gathered by Kitagawa and Hauser for the Un ited States for 
1 9 6 0  shows that " at every age up to · 7 s , nonwhit� 
mortal ity i s  higher than white mortal ity by more than 1 0  
percent " . More speci fical ly , · ·" Between a9es 3 0  and 4 0 , 
nonwhite death rates are .more than double those for 
whites " ( Ib id . ) .  
Thus , the issue of rac ial morta l ity d i f ferentia l s , 
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l ike the issue of sex differential s ,  i s  a complex one . 
That i s , t�ere i s  an interplay between b iological and 
social factors . For instance , " other things be ing equal , 
a white-skinned person i s  more l ikely to devel op skin 
cancer in response to sunl ight than is a bl ack-skinned 
person" ( Dol l and Peto , 19 8 1 : 12 0 3 ) .  Or in a study by Agu 
at al . ( 19 8 0 )  on the relationship between rac ial and 
occupat ional factors and multiple myel oma i n  Texas , they 
found that o f  those employed in certa in occupat ions , 
blacks had higher ri sks of multiple myel-oma . When they 
contro l l ed for percentage bl ack , they noticed that while 
the mortal ity rate for some occupat ions decrea sed , it 
actua l ly i ncreased for some other occupations , "which 
thus emphasi zes the possible importance o f  race as a 
confounding variable in an ecologic analys i s  o f  
environmental and industrial exposures associated with 
mortal ity due to multipl e myeloma " (Agu et al . ,  
19 8 0 : 7 3 8 ) . 
On the other hand , in multiracial soc ieties , one 
rac ia l  group usual ly tends to dominate others� rhi s  
general ly leads t o  social and economic- d i sadvantages for 
the subord inate groups , in the forms of less educat iona l 
chances ,  l ower economic status , and therefore l ower 
access to health . and medical care , which in turn would 
a f fect morb idity and mortal ity of the subord inate groups . 
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In these situations then, mortality differentials among 
races might actually be due to social factors, not 
racial. A study by Devesa and Diamond (1980) investigated 
the relationship of breast and cervical cancers with 
income and education among blacks · and whites. With 
reference to breast cancer, they found that: 
the 30% higher rate among white women seen in 
the total TNCS (Third National Cancer Survey) is 
reduced to a 20% excess in the socioeconomically 
truncated population used in this analysis. The 
racial difference in breast cancer risk is 
further reduced by adjustment for either incbme 
or education (Devesa and Diamond, 1980:524). 
With reference to ethnic diversity in South 
Dakota, American Indians constitute the major non-white 
ethnic group. As far as their mortality is concerned, 
cancer is the third leading cause of death, responsible 
for 9.4 percent of all death in 1982, as opposed to 20 
percent for "t�Jhites (South Dakota Department of Health, 
1982:45) . The reasons for their lower cancer deaths are 
not very clear. Young et al. (1984) who studied canc�r 
survival among ethnic groups in the United States between 
1973 and 1979 and followed through December 1981·. Even 
though they were struck by "the very low survival rates 
among American Indiansn (Ibid·� :.347), they asserted that 
no general conclusions could be reached and suggested 
that, nFurther analysis of differences in survival rates 
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among these ethnic groups [all ethnic groups in the 
united sta�es ] must awa it the accumulat ion of more data 
over t ime to increase the number of cases " ( Ib id . : 3 5 1 ) . 
The a forement ioned factors do not cause cancer by 
themselves , but only render people more suscept ible to 
it . The fol l owing factors have been shown to be 
pos it ively correlate with cancer . 
Env ironmental Factors · 
The env ironment in which one l ives i s  very important 
in terms o f  exposure to cancer caus ing substances .  In 
thi s  sect i on , we wil l look at industrial chemica l s , as  
poss ible factors related to the onset o f  cancer . 
Chemica l s  
The assoc iation between cancer . and exposure to 
chemical substances has been documented for more than two 
centuries ( He idelberger , 1 9 7 7 : 4 2 9 ; als6 Carson , 
19 6 2 : 2 2 0 ) . The f i rst such study was done by Percival 
Pott , who in 17 7 5 , cal led attention to the high_incidence 
of scrotal cancer among the chimney sweeps in London . He 
attributed the cause of the d{�ease to eont inua l contact 
o f  the workers with coal_ tar (Heidelberger , 19 7 7 : 4 3 0 ) . 
More recently , however , ·the dangers o f  chemica�s ,  
espec ial ly poisonous agricultural chemica l s , were brought 
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to publ ic attention in 19 6 2  by Rachel Carson ' s  classic 
book , S i lent Spring . In it , she pa ints a chi l l ing p icture 
of the destruct ive impacts that widespread use of 
chemica l  poisons used to control pests and insects have 
on people , animal s ,  birds , and the whol e  ecological 
system . 
The amount and number of chemica l s  produced is ever 
increas ing . The production of synthet ic organic chemicals 
in the United states rose from 1 . 3  b i l l ion pounds . in 19 4 0  
to 9 6 . 7  b i l l ion pounds i n  1 9 6 0  and to 3 20 b i l l i on pounds 
in 19 7 8 , as  a result of which some 5 5 , 0 0 0  d i fferent 
chemical s are now in commercial use in thi s  country 
( E it z en , 19 8 3 : 3 2 9 ) . 
I t  i s  very hard and expensive to test a l l  these 
chemica l s for the ir carcinogenic ef fects . · Due to the fact 
that these chemicals are produced at a rel atively fast 
pace . But more importantly , due to the · l ong l atency 
period between initial exposure to a chemical and the 
onset o f  cancer , it is difficult to test these chemicals 
before they are marketed . Fox ( 19 8 6 : . 6 5 - 6 6 )  a sse�ts that : 
Accord ing to an extens ive . study conducted _by 
the Nat ional Research Council ( NRC ) and , 
rel eased in March 19 8 4 , _ ·there are some , 3 , 3 5 0 
pesticides in use , and most have no't been 
adequately tested . Toxic ity data were either 
inadequate or nonexistent for sixty- four percent 
o f  these substances . It was concluded that f i fty 
percent o f  the cancer studies and sevety-�ive 
percent of the genetic toxicity experiments 
2 0  
which had been done on pesticides were fl awed 
and unrel iable . In essence , because o f  
inadequate scienti fic test ing and data , compl ete 
toxicity and health exposure assessments are 
avai l able for only about ten percent of the 
pest ic ides and five percent of the food 
additives in commercial use in the United 
States . 
Chemica l  substances pervade every aspect of our 
l ives . They are found in food stuf f ,  in the form of 
insecticides , herbicides , food addit ives and 
preservat ives ;  in shampoos ; in the air and water we use ; 
etc . O f  a l l  these chemicals , at l east 2 6  have been found 
unequivoca l ly a s  carc inogenic in humans ( He idelberger , 
19 7 7 : 4 3 0 ; a l so Roth , 19 8 5 : 3 4 ) . Among these chemicals , 
some pub l icly known ones include asbestos , benzene , and 
vinyl chl orid . 
Another point to mention with. regard- to chemicals , 
is the idea that there is a sa fety threshold
.
o f  
carcinogenicity . That is , since the concentrat ion of 
pestic ides or other chemicals in water and on food s·t:uff 
is a few parts per bi l l ion , then it is " sa fe "  and it does 
not constitute a s ignif icant and ser·ious threat .. However , 
the counterargument i s  that no amount of carc inogen is 
" sa fe " . 
As for agricultural chemical s , acco.rd ing- to Begley 
et al . ( 19 8 6 : 7 2 )  : . 
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the use o f  agricultural pest icides in the United 
states has ri sen from 2 0 0 , 0 0 0  pounds · per year in 
the 1 9 5 0 s  to 1 . 1  b i l l ion pounds today . . .  l ess 
than ! ' percent of the po isons reach the ir target 
pest ; the rest winds up as contaminants in 
water , res idues on produce and po i sonous fa llout 
on farm workers . 
And there i s  reason to bel ieve that the product ion 
and use o f  these chemicals wil l  increase even more s ince 
many o f  the farm insects and rodents are becoming more 
and more res istant to chemicals des igned to exterminate 
them . According to a recent report by the World Resources 
Institute , " the number of harmful insects immune to one 
or more pestic ides reached 4 2 8  species by 1 9 8 0 ,  almost 
do�bl ing the f igure of 2 2 4  in 19 7 8 "  ( Fox , 1 9 8 6�7 4 ) .  In  
add it ion , " 2 0  o f  the worst ( spec ies of pests ] are immune 
to everything the nation ' s  l abs throw at them" ( Begley et 
al . ,  1 9 8 6 : 7 3 ) . Thi s  will  make human ' s  fight aga inst pests 
for the fruits of land ineffect ive as evidenced by the 
fol l owing : "An estimated one- fifth of the nat ion ' s  crops 
were l ost to insects and other pests in 1 9 4 5 , be f6re 
modern pest icides came into widespread use; _today we 
sti l l  lose · that much" ( Ibid . ) .  That is ma inly due to the 
fact that these chemicals ki l l  off the natural preda-tors 
. . 
of these pests and then gradual ly become 'ine f fective 
aga inst the increas ingly res istant pests . 
In the fol l owing , a few agricultural chemical s  and 
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the ir carcinogenicity i n  animals andjor humans are 
discussed . �hen a few studies that have been done on the 
pos s ib l e  association of some farm chemica l s  and d i fferent 
types of cancer are reviewed . 
Toxaphene is an insect icide used to ki l l  external 
paras ites that prey on l ivestock . It is a chlorinated 
hydrocarbon rel ated to DDT ( DDT itsel f has been outlawed 
because of its carcinogenicity ) . However , " Some 4 0 - 1 0 0  
mil l ion pounds o f  toxaphane are probably used annual ly by 
farmers . According to the NCI [ National Cancer 
Inst itute ] ,  thi s  drug causes l iver cancer in mice and , 
probably , thyroid cancer in rats " ( Fox ,  1 9 8 6 : 6 8 ) . 
Dibromochl oropropane ( DBCP )  i s  a pest i c ide used to 
combat nematodes , an enemy of fruit trees and ·vegetables . 
There has been establ ished " a  strong l ink . between DBCP 
and cancer in l aboratory animals ( it. ·causes stomach 
tumors in mice even when it is painted ·on the ir skin " 
( New S cientist , 1 9 8 2 : 3 5 1 ) . This pesticide has a l so been 
impl icated in human cancers , "there was a l so an 
apparently increased rate of lymphoid leukemia . _in both 
sexes , and o f  oesophageal cancer . among males aged 4 0  to 
6 0 11 ( Ib id . ) .  
EDB i s  a fumigant used to prevent gra in from 
becoming moldy ( some molds , such as aflatoxin , . are 
themselves carcinogenic ) .  This substance , "which has been 
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i n  use s ince 1 9 4 0 s , was banned i n  1 9 8 4  because i t  causes 
cancer and b �rth defects" ( Begley et al . ,  1 9 8 6 : 7 3 ) . 
Art i f icial  fert i l i z ers have also been l inked 
( however less emphatica l ly )  with some cancers . This i s  
due t o  the fact that nitrate is a n  
.
essential ingredient 
of art i f icial  fert i l i zers and that " In the a l imentary 
tract ingested n itrate can break down to nitrite which is 
a known toxi c  factor" ( Walters , 1 9 8 4 : 3 2 ) . Under other 
c ircumstances , { such as· when a person does not have 
natural hydrochloric ac id in the stomach , - whi ch i s  
usual ly the c a s e  for very young human and animal bab ies ) , 
the n itrite can break down sti l l  further to nitrosamines 
( Ibid . ) . 
As for the rel ationship between n itrosa�ines and 
cancer , Walters ( 19 8 4 : 3 4 )  reported that : 
I n  humans it was noticed that in Transke i 
there was a high inc idence of oesophagea l  cancer 
among Bantu men . Here , dimethylnitrosamine was 
found in the fruit of a sol anaceous bush , the 
j ui ce o f  which was used to curdle mi lk . I n  
Z amb i a , cancer o f  the oesophagus had been 
tentatively l inked to the drinking of l ocally 
d i st i l l ed spirits { kachasu ) which cont�in 
dimethylnitrosamine at 1-3 ppm . If fed to rats 
thi s  concentration would produce cancer . 
I n  a population-based c.ase;...control s�udy of the 
relati onship between agricultural chemical us� ( by 
farmers ) and soft-tissue sarcoma ( STS ) ; Hod_gkin • s  di sease 
{ HD ) ; and non-Hodgkin ' s  lymphoma ( NHL) i n  Kansas , Hoar et 
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al . ( 19 8 6 : 1 14 5 )  concluded that there was " a  s ixfold 
increas e  o f  NHL among farmers exposed to herb i c ides 
(primarily 2 , 4 -D] more than 2 0  days per year " . They 
further argue that their findings are " cons i stent with 
the s ixfold excess risk assoc iated with exposure to 
either phenoxyacet ic acids or chlorophenol s  in the 
Swedish study " ( Ib id . ) .  
The publ ication of the Sweden study and the Kansas 
study , ( which itsel f was undertaken to see if the 
conclus ions reached in Sweden are appl icab l e  in the 
United States ) , helped initiate a series o f  studies to 
veri fy the relationsh ip between soft-t issue sarcoma and 
exposure to phenoxy herbic ides ( such as 
2 , 4 , 5 -trichl orophenoxyacetic acid ( 2 , 4 , 5 -T ) ) a�d 
chl orophenol s  ( such as 2 , 4 , 5-trichlorophenol ( TCP) ) among 
chemical industry workers . Researchers argue that in the 
producti on of these· herbicides , a substance cal led 
2 , 3 , 7 , 8 -tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dixion ( TCDD ) , whi ch has 
been found to be carcinogenic in laboratory animal s ,  is 
.present . The i r  findings provide support for the idea that 
phenoxy herb i cides and chlorophenol s  are�positively 
associ ated with soft-tissue sare6ma ( see Honchar and 
Halperin , 1 9 8 1 ; Moses and Sel ikoff , 19 8 1 ; Cook , 19 8 1 ; and 
Johnson et al . ,  1 9 8 1 ) . Others have observed. increase risk 
o f  non-Hodgkin ' s  lymphoma among those who work with these 
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chemical s  ( see Ol sson and Brandt , 1 9 8 1 : 5 7 9 ; and also 
Bishop and J?nes , 1 9 8 1 : 3 6 9 ) . 
In  a study by Burmei ster et al . ( 1 9 8 3 ) on sel ected 
cancer mortal ity and farm practices in I owa , death 
cert i ficates , o f  white male I owans over age 3 0  who died 
of multip l e  myeloma , non�Hodgkin ' s  lymphoma , prostate and 
stomach cancers between 1 9 6 4  and 19 7 8 , were analyzed . 
They found that : 
O f  the s ix cancers· [ l ip , stomach , l eukemia , 
non-Hodgkin ' s lymphoma , multiple myeloma , and 
prostate] with elevated mortal ity in -I owa 
farmers , three ( l eukemia ,  non-Hodgkin ' s 
lymphoma , and multiple myeloma ) are 
ret iculoendothel ial or hematological 
mal ignancies . Each of these reticuloendothel ial 
cancers i s  relatively uncommon ; consequently 
the i r  s imultaneous occurence may s igni fy a 
common etiol oic l ink . Although no s i ngle farming 
practice was associated with the 
reti culoendothel ial neoplasms for each b i rth 
cohort , egg-laying chicken production� herb i c ide 
usage , and insecticide usage require further 
invest igation . • .  It i s  poss ible that herb ic ides 
andjor i nsecticides may be carcinogenic to 
farmers . ( Burme ister et al . ,  1 9 8 3 : 7 6 ) . 
In  the i r  study of multiple myel oma mortal ity among 
farmers in Wi scons in , Cantor and Bl air ( 1 9 84 : 2 5 3 ) found 
" -elevated and stati stically s ignif icant OR [ Odds ·Ratios ] 
among farmers res ident in countie
.
s with a higher per . 
capita inventory of chickens · ( OR= 1 .  6 ) , fert i l i z e  use 
( OR= 1 . 7 ) , or acres treated with insecticides ( OR= 1 . 9 ) . 
Another findi ng was that the incidence of mul t iple 
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myeloma was greater among the " older" farmers than the 
" younger" on�s .  Thi s  i s  in contrast with the f inding of 
other researchers that the "younger" farmers have been at 
a higher r i sk , due to their more exposure to agri cultural 
chemicals . However ,  they argue that " The l ater age at 
which elevated risk for multiple myeloma is seen may be 
rel ated to the l ate age of onset of the d isease or to the 
greater degree of di f ferentiat ion of myel oma cel l s  
relat ive t o  other cel l  l ines o f  B-cell  origin" ( Ib �d . ) .  
The l iterature on the association of agricultural 
chemica l s  and certa in types of cancers , even though 
relat ively con s istent , is not unanimous . I n  thei r  study 
of mortal ity among farmers in North Caro l ina during 
19 7 6-7 8 , us ing death cert i ficates , Del z el l and � Gru f ferman 
( 19 8 5 : 3 9 1 )  found that farmers had elevated · mortal ity from 
acc idents , suic ides , and infectious d�s�ases l ike 
tuberculos i s , and decreased mortal ity from cancers of the 
esophagus , large intestine , and the rectum . They further 
concl uded that in contrast to other studies , " In th is 
. .  
study , we found no evidence of increased mortal ity from 
leukemia , non-Hodgkin ' s  lymphoma , _ or multiple myeloma 
among white farmer� in North. carol ina " ( I� id . : 3 9 8 ) . They 
argued that thi s  incons i stency with previous research 
could be due to 1 )  di fferences in agricultural practi ces 
( with North Carol ina having less emphas i s  on corn , wheat , 
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and soybean production and da irying , whi ch are widespread 
practices in , midwestern states ; 2 )  sma l l  period- 3 years­
on which the study was based ; and 3 ) ba sing occupational 
clas s i f icat ion of the decedents on the ir death 
cert i f i cate , in which farming was not coded as an 
occupation i f  it was reported in conj unction with another 
j ob ( Ib id . : 3 9 9 - 4 0 0 ) . 
Bl a i r  and White ( 19 8 1 )  studied death due to leukemia 
among farmer in Wiscons in . Although they found " sl ightly" 
higher rates among farmers , their conclus ion was that : 
these data do not present a strong case for an 
assoc iation between da iry farming and l eukemia 
because of s imi lar findings among farmers in 
general and dairy farmers in particular and the 
l ikely under-representation of farmers among 
contro l s  dying of smoking-related causes . ( Blair 
and White , 1 9 8 1 : 1 0 3 0 ) . 
And f ina l ly , in the previously mentioned study by 
Hoar et a l . ( 19 8 6 )  on herbicide use and r i sk of lymphom� 
and soft-ti s sue sarcoma , whereas a posit ive as soc iation 
was estab l i shed between herbicide use and non-Hodgkin ' s  
lymphoma , they did not observe an assoc iation betwe_en 
herb icide use and either so ft-tissue sarcoma a� ·Hadgkin ' s  
disease ( Hoar et a l . ,  1 9 8 6 : 1 14 1 ) � 
It  should be pointed ·aut that there are other 
important factors related to cancer which are out of the 
scope of thi s  study . Cigarette. smoking , a l cohol · 
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consumption , diet , and sexual and reproduct ive factors 
have a l l  been, shown to be related to cancer ( Do l l  and 
Pete , 1 9 8 1 ; a l so Rosenbaum , 19 8 3 ) . 
Social Factors 
Many soc ial factors have also been shown to be 
rel ated to mortal ity .  The effects of income , education , 
and urbani z at ion on cancer wil l  be di scussed here . 
Income 
I ncome and mortal ity appear to be re l ated . 
Thoml inson ( 19 6 5 : 1 3 4 )  asserts that "morta l ity i s  
noticeably l owest for high- income groups , h ighest for 
low-income groups , and intermediate for middle- income 
groups " .  Weeks ( 19 8 6 : 1 5 5 ) reports that Kita·gawa and 
Hauser ' s  data for 1 9 6 0  show clearly that a s  income goes 
up , mortal ity goes down . In fact , among white fami l ies , 
death rates for mal es aged 1 5 - 64 with incomes o f  $ 1 0 , 000 
or more were a lmost ha l f  the rates of ma les in famil ies 
with income of l ess than $ 2 , 0 0 0 " . In the study �y . Devesa 
and Diamond ( 1 9 8 0 ) , the authors asserted that the ir 
f inding o f  a reverse relationship
. 
between income and 
education and cancer of the cervix , further substant iated 
the cl inical observation made in 19 0 2  that " cancer o f  the 
cerv ix occurs a lmost exclus ively among the poor " ( Devesa 
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and Diamond , 1 9 8 0 : 5 2 4 } . They further argued that " s ince 
that t ime , v i�tually all of the large cro s s - s ectional 
studies have reported negative associations for cervical 
cancer with the use of various indicators of 
socioeconomic status " ( Ibid . ) .  This is so for the s imp le 
reason that better-off famil ies can afford to spend more 
money on medical care and they can have acce s s  to sources 
of information about medical matters . 
However , the relationship between income ( and 
educat ion ) and morbidity and mortal ity is not a lways 
negative . I n  the previously mentioned study by Deve sa and 
Diamond ( 19 8 0 ) , they observed that as far as b reast 
cancer was concerned , "Al l age groups from 2 5  years and 
over to the o ldest showed s igni ficant pos it ive 
association with income" ( Devesa and Diamond , 1 9 8 0 : 5 17 ) . 
They further a s serted that , " The finding o f  strong direct 
association between breast cancer incidence among white · 
females and both income and educat ion in the TNCS [ Third 
National Cancer Survey] i s  cons istent with that observed 
in virtual ly a l l  the multis ite cross-sectiona l studi.es " 
( Ibid . ) .  
Education 
As with income , educat ion appears to be a s sociated 
with morb idity and mortal ity . The l iterature on th i s  
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issue , however cons istent , i s  not unanimous . Many 
researchers inqicate a reverse relationship between 
education and mortal ity , "A white male in 1 9 6 0  w ith an 
eighth-grade education had a 6 percent chance o f  dying 
between the ages of 2 5  and 4 5 , while for a col l ege 
graduate the probab i l ity was only hal f  as high" ( Weeks , 
19 8 6 : 15 5 ) . That i s  due to the fact that peop l e  w ith more 
education can l earn more about health matters and avoid 
health dangers or be better informed about seeking help . 
The influence o f  education becomes even more important 
when cons idering the fact that educat ion is strongly 
rel ated to occupational mobil ity and thereby to income . 
According to the U . S .  Bureau of the Census Stat i st ics in 
19 8 6 , the med ian money income of a fami ly in which the 
head of the household had less than eight years o f  
education was around $ 1 3 , 0 0 0 , that o f  one with a high 
school diploma was around $ 2 0 , 0 0 0 , and for those with 
four or more years of col lege , the income was c l ose to 
$ 3 5 , 0 0 0  ( Robertson , 1 9 8 7 : 3 8 1 ) . 
Thi s  i s , however ,  not to say that the impact of 
education and income on morb idity and mortal ity are 
dependent on each other . Income �nd educat ion have been 
shown to work indepe·ndently .to reduce morb idity and 
mortal ity . I n  a study on the effects of race and 
socio-economic status on lung cancer inc idence , Devesa 
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and Diamond ( 19 8 3 : 8 2 6 )  asserted that , " In th i s  study , 
the lack o f  an associat ion with income among b l ack 
females mirrors that observed among white fema l es , 
whereas the decrease in risk with increas i ng educat ion 
were more l ike those observed among black mal e s  " ·  
As for the rel ationship between educat ion and 
cancer , researchers have not been able to come up with a 
clear associat i on . In a study on the effects o f  
soc ioeconomic factors and - mortal ity , Kitagawa and Hauser 
( 19 7 3 : 8 1 )  found that , "Among the least educated younger 
men mortal ity from cancer of the lung , bronchus , or 
trach�a [ wh i ch were the largest cause of death for males] 
was almost twice ( 1 .  9 t imes ) that of the best educated" . . 
They also observed that " In contrast with the inverse 
relationship with education shown for . the other cancer 
sites , cancer of the prostate tended to show a pos it ive 
relationship with education "  ( Ibid . : 8 2 ) . One pos s ible 
expl anation i s  that cancer of the prostate · has a l ate 
onset ( Burmei ster et al . ,  1 9 8 3 : 7 5 )  and the educated males 
tend to better survive other causes of death , - therefore 
they wil l  f ina l ly succumb to this one . In thei r  study on 
socioeconomic status and cancer - morbidity , · Devesa and 
Diamond ( 19 8 0 :  5 1 7 ) asserted that , ,; Cancer of the breast 
among white women also showed a strong pos it ive 
association with education level " .  They al so observed " a  
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correlat ion with educat ion , but not with income " ( Ib id . ) 
among b lack fema l es . In a study of risk factors for 
breast cancer , Helmrich et al . ( 1 983 : 4 2 )  found that " the 
relative risk was 1 . 7  ( 9 5 percent confidence interval , 
1 . 5 -2 . 9 ) for women with > 12  years of educat ion compared 
to those with < 1 2  years of educat ion " . 
However , in a study on breast cancer risks among 
black women , S chatzkin et al . ( 1987 : 2 1 6 ) found that 
"black women with breast cancer were not more educated 
than the control s " . They suggested that education may not 
trans l ate into h igher income for black women , as much as 
it does for white women , and its dietary and behavioral 
consequences . 
Urbani z at ion 
Some researchers have been interested in 
dif ferential morbid ity and mortal ity from · cancer in rural · 
and urban areas . In fact , Greenberg ( 1983 : 19 4 ) reports 
that : 
An analys i s  of cancer mortal ity data for 5 2  
nations suggested the view that a s  urbani z atidn 
increases , mortal ity rates increase for cancer 
of the esophagus , intestines # lung � the 
lymphatic system , ma le rectuin , and female breast 
cancer . Data from Poland , :Norway , Canada , and 
England and Wa les showed. urbanjrural d i f ferences 
for the expected s ites . · 
However ,  in interpreting urbanj rural d i f ferences , we 
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should exerc ise caut ion since the difference might 
re flect greater a�ailabil ity of medical services in urban 
areas , which in turn wi l l  result in improved detection , 
diagnos is , and treatment of cancer , rather than actua l 
higher inc idence of cancer . 
In reviewing cancer mortal ity patterns in the United 
States , in rel ation to urbanj rura l differences , 
Li l ienfeld et a l . ( 1 9 7 2 ) calculated dif ference rat ios for 
different cancers . They observed that , " I t is noteworthy 
that in the maj ority of instances the rat ios are greater 
than one and moreover , they are highest for the 
urbanjrural comparison in column ( 3 ) " [ Metropol itan 
county with a centra l c ity compared to non-metropol itan 
county] ( Li l ienfeld et al . ,  1 9 7 2 : 2 17 ) . They further 
asserted that " S ince this rat io represents the greatest 
contrast between urban and rura l rates , the present 
findings confirm those previously pub l i shed whi ch suggest 
an increased cancer morta l ity in urban areas for mo st 
neoplasms " ( Ibid . ) . 
.Factors assoc iated with this increase include 
industrial i z at i on , high rates of smoking and drinking , 
diet rich in anima l fat and prote in and expos�re to 
environmenta l pol lutants . With re lat ion to urban i z-ation 
and rich diet on the one hand , and cancer morta l ity_ on 
the other hand , Greenberg ( 1 9 8 3 : 14 ) reported that a 
research by Kagawa ( 19 7 8 ) in Japan provided an 
interesting example . It was observed that : 
Although colon cancer rates in Japan were once 
among the l owest in the world , the inc idence o f  
colon and breast cancer increased 
two-to-three fold between 1 9 5 0  and 1 9 7 5 , and 
during thi s  same period the Japane�e diet 
appears to have changed dramatica l ly . The intake 
of milk increased 1 5 - fold ; of meat , poultry , and 
eggs seven and one-hal f fold ; and of fat 
s ix fold . During the same period , rice 
consumption decreased 70 percent , potato 
consumption 5 0  percent , and barl ey consumpt ion 
about 3 percent . These dietary changes and the 
increas e  in col on cancer are reported to be most 
characteri st ic of nonfarmers , city dwe l l ers , and 
the wealthy . 
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However ,  other researchers study ing cancer mortal ity 
dif ferences between urban and rural areas , have come up 
with d i fferent conclus ions . In a study on " Chang ing 
Patterns of Lung Cancer in the United States " ,  Blot and 
Fraumeni ( 1 9 8 2 ) did not f ind a signi ficant urbanj rural 
di f ference . They observed that "urbanjrural ratios in 
rates within the north and south diminished _ over t ime , 
and by the 1 9 7 0 s the age-adj usted mortal ity rates among 
white mal es in sma l l  ( population < 2 5 , 0 0 0 )  sout�ern 
counties had nearly equal l ed those in large ( populat i on 
>2 5 0 , 0 0 0 )  counties in the northeast" ( Blot and Fraum�ni � . 
19 8 2 : 6 6 5 ) . 
Greenberg ( 1 9 8 4 ) in reviewing the l iterature on 
cancer mortal ity patterns cla imed. that urbanj rura l ·  cancer 
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rates are more and more converging . He asserted that , " In 
1 9 5 0 - 5 4 , the whit� male cancer mortal ity rate of the 2 9 3  
most urban count ies i n  the United states was 3 5  percent 
higher than the rate in the more than 2 , 0 0 0  rural 
count ies . I n  1 9 7 0-7 5 , the dif ference has - shrunk from 3 5  
to 1 2  percent " ( Greenberg , 1 9 84 : 1 4 6 ) . And a s  for the 
d i f ferences between white females , he asserted that even 
though the d i fferences were less than the d i fferences 
among white mal es , " but nevertheless they decreased from 
1 6  percent in 1 9 5 0 -5 4  to 12  percent in 1 9 7 0 -7 5 '' · ( Ib id . ) .  
He argued that thi s  smaller d i fference might be due to 
higher rates of urban female resp iratory cancers whi ch 
has occurred in some central c ities such as Houston , 
Texas or Los Angeles and San Fraci sco , Cal i forni a , �here 
women picked up c igarette smoking sooner than rural 
women . However ,  he offered four possible rea�on for the 
general convergence pattern : 
1 )  Because cancer tends to be under-reported as a cause 
of death , and thi s  is more so in rural areas than in 
. .  
urban areas . The increase in rural cancer could re flect 
more recognition o f  cancer by phys ic ians . 
2 )  Urban people could be moving to · rural areas a s  they 
get old and die o f  canc�r in rural areas . 
3 )  There has been improved survival in urban areas , s ince 
many rural areas have relatively few phys icians and 
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poorer medical equipment for diagnos is and treatment of 
cancer . 
. . 
4 )  The rural envi ronment has changed . S ince consumpt ion 
patterns in rural areas have become more l ike urban 
areas , and industrial i z ation , automob ile and other maj or 
sources of env ironmental pol lution have spread to the 
rural areas ( Greenberg , 1 9 8 4 : 1 4 9 - 15 0 ) . 
Summary 
The ascendancy of cancer to the second pos it ion as 
a cause of death has stimulated extens ive interest in its 
causation . Cancer mortal ity i s , of  course , a compl icated 
issue , s ince the l atency period can be very l ong and many 
factors can influence each other in the course of cancer 
devel opment . However ,  research has been. abl e  to narrow 
the seemingly unl imited factors - rel ated to cancer . Among 
these factors , age , sex , environmental exposure , and 
socio-economic factors have been shown to b� de fin itely 
rel ated to cancer . However , the conclus ions reached are 
not a lways in accordance with what has been done 
previously , thus making more research �n the� subj ect an 
important enterprise . . 
CHAPTER THREE 
THEORETICAL MODEL 
t . Introduction 
Thi s  study l ooks at the association between certa in 
social and environmental variables and cancer mortal ity 
in South Dakota f rom 1 9 6 0  to 1 9 8 0 ,  "but sc ience must do 
more than po int out and describe variat ions in the world . 
The ultimate goa l  i s  to understand how phenomena or 
events are rel ated to each other" ( Turner , 1 9 8 2 : 5 ) . 
Establ ish ing relations among phenomena i s , among other 
things , what theory does . A theory , according to 
Kerl inger { 1 9 7 3 : 9 ) i s : 
A set of interrel ated constructs ( concepts ) ,  
def initions , and propos itions that presents a 
systemati c  view of phenomena by spec i fy ing 
rel ations among variables , with the purpose o f  
explaining and predicting the phenomena . 
A theory seeks to explain events by find ing the 
connecting thread that b inds the events together . 
However , in the process of finding commonal ities that 
apply to di fferent events , theory becomes detached and 
abstract from the particul arities of s ingl e eve-nts . ·. On · 
the other hand , a theory provides one with a framework by 
which one can manage and understand phenomena . That i s , 
events in the society ahd the world are so d iverse and 
seemingly unrel ated that unless one has some kind of 
sens it i z ing mechanism ( s ) , one can hardly make sense o f  
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al l the things that happen . However ,  an impo.rtant 
characteristic of theoret ical statements is that " they 
are created to be proven wrong" ( Turner , 1 9 8 2 : 1 1 ) . I f  a 
theory , or aspects of it , can not be tested ( usua l ly 
through propos itions and hypotheses ) against the facts of 
real world , it l oses its scientific importance and 
becomes " a  sel f- susta ining dogma which is accepted on 
fa ith" ( Ib id . : 1 2 ) . 
In  thi s  chapter a brief review of theoret ical 
perspectives rel evant to the problem is presented . Th i s  
is t o  provide a proper framework i n  wh ich the data can be 
analyzed and i nterpreted . 
Mortal ity rates , as indicated be fore , have fal l en 
during the past century . They fel l  as a react ion to · the 
rising standards o f  l iving and l ater to improvements in 
medi cal technol ogy and care of the pat ient . That i s , 
moderni z at ion pl ayed a maj or role in the control o f  many 
diseases and the subsequent mortal ity decl ine . There also 
occurred in this process a shi ft in morta l ity and hea lth 
patterns in wh ich infectious diseases were di spl ayed by 
degenerat ive ones as maj or causes of il lness and death . 
< ' .  
Factors Affect ing Mortal ity Dec l  in·e 
In del ineat ing factors associated with mortal ity 
decl ine , fol l owing Nam and Phi l l iber ' s  mode l ( 1 9 8 4 ) ' , 
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these factors were categori z ed as macro and medial 
factors . ( Nam and Phi l l iber also had a micro l evel , but 
s ince thi s  study focuses on planning district as the un it 
of analys i s , micro l evel factors were not cons idered ) . 
Macro Factors 
Macro l evel factors are global factors whose 
influences are understandable on the societal l evel as a 
whole , even though the ir effects on particul ar famil ies 
and ind ividual s  may be negl igible . Of these factors , 
moderni z at ion and improvements in medical technol ogy were 
cons idered . These factors provided the overal l  framework 
within whi ch the study is conducted . One point to ment ion 
i s  that in the discuss ion on these factors , re ferences 
are sometimes made to studies about mortal ity trends in 
Engl and . This is because most historical ana lyses o f  
mortal ity trends treat Europe and the Un ited States i n  
one category because " The experience of the American 
population has been general ly· comparable to that o f  
Europeans , a lthough there is some evidence that _ during 
the eighteenth and n ineteenth centuries , mortal ity was 
s l ightly l ower in the United States than in Europe " 
(Weeks , 1 9 8 6 : 1 6 9 ) . 
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Modern i z ation and Technological Change 
The issue at hand is , genera l ly speaking , one of 
societal development and its consequences .  Although 
di scussed under rubrics such as economic devel opment , 
industrial i z at ion , and social and economic growth , 
modern i z at ion is viewed as a general process that 
involves economic growth along with social and cultural 
development ( Lauer , 1 9 7 3 : 2 1 0 ) . There is some argument 
about whi ch term is more accurate than the rest , or as to 
the speci fi c  areas ( economic ,  pol itical , or cultural ) to 
which a particular term should be appl ied . For example , 
it i s  sometimes argued that the term "modern" should not 
be used unless the criteria of "modernity " are c lear ( see 
Chodak , 1 9 7 3 ) . For purposes of this research , the concept 
o f  modern i z ation is used because moderni z ation i s , 
according to Vago ( 19 8 0 : 14 5 ) : 
a more comprehens ive term that subsumes 
industrial i z at ion and other concepts such as 
economic growth or development and the · 
pol itical , soc ial , rel igious , educat iona l , and 
other inst itut iona l  changes that accompany 
industrial i z at ion . 
Modern i z ation is a pervas ive phenomenon , for i·t 
touches a l l  aspects o f  l i fe and society . Thi s  i s  s o  
asserted because the notion of soc iety presented here i s  
one of a system . That is , society is conce ived " not 
s imply as congeries of individual s  or elements or 
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constituents or unit s "  ( Chodak , 19 7 3 : 6 ) , but as a whole 
comprised of d i fferent parts that are mutual ly 
interdependent , whereby a change in one part w i l l br ing 
about changes in other parts . In thi s  j uncture , the view 
of society taken in this research should be d i st ingui shed 
from those of structural funct ional ism and confl ict 
theories . 
Structural funct ionalism ,  especial ly the Parsons ian 
tradition views society as an organism , much l ike a human 
body and empha s i z es the rel at ionship among the various 
parts o f  society and the need for integratidn in the 
ma intenance of society . In this view ,  society cons ists of 
interdependent parts , each of which plays a funct ion , or 
many funct ions that help ma inta in the stab i l ity of the 
entire system . The system as a whol e ,  however ,  has a 
tendency to constantly seek equil ibrium or balance . That 
i s , although society i s . never perfectly integrated and 
there are always stra ins and tens ions between the various 
parts , but there are institut ions and mechanisms by wh ich 
society manages and control s  these strains , thereby 
keeping its equ i l ibrium or rega ining it when d i sturbed 
( Robertson , 1 9 8 7 : 5 17 ) . In this view #  therefore , when one . 
part of society changes , it di�rupts soc iety ' �  
equil ibrium and the society makes changes in other parts 
to regain its equil ibrium . 
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I n  confl ict theory , particularly the Marxian 
tradit ion , the economic system ( the means of production , 
to be prec ise ) in a society constitutes the 
infra-structure on which all other institut ions of the 
society , such as family and rel igion , that make up the 
super-structure , are built . When a change occurs in the 
economic system , that forces other inst itut ions to change 
and adapt themselves to the new state of the economy . 
Although it i s  pos s ible that the institutions in the 
super-structure influence and cause change in the 
economic system ( Ritzer , 198 3 : 1 1 6 ) , the direct ion of 
change is , most o ften , from the economic system to other 
institutions ( Marx , 1 8 5 9 ) . 
I n  the concept ion of society presented in thi s  
research , i t  i s  not impl ied that societies a r e  in a state 
of " equil ibrium or homeostas i s " , or that changes are made 
for the preservat ion of the whole ( as the f�nct ional ists 
would do ) , nor that the changes of one part ( or some 
parts ) are dependent on the changes of another 
structural ly more important part ( as confl ict theorists. 
might do ) . It  i s  s imply asserted that as soc ieties become 
more complex , di fferentiated , and spec ial i z ed , d i f ferent · 
parts become more and mqre dependent on other part� , and 
therefore are more vulnerable to the impact o f  changes in 
other parts . This v i s i on of society , on the other hand , 
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i s  congruent with both structural funct ional and confl ict 
theories o f  society without taking the j udgmenta l 
. 
approach of e ither one . Neil Smel ser ( 19 6 8 )  contends that 
as a soc iety moderni z es , different realms of soc iety 
often undergo s imultaneous change : 
( 1 ) I n  the realm of technol ogy , the change from 
s impl e  and traditional i z ed techniques toward the 
appl ication of scientific knowledge . ( 2 )  I n  
agriculture , the evolution from subsistence 
farming toward commerc ial product ion o f  
agricultural goods . This means special i z at ion i n  
cash crops , purchase of nonagricultural products 
in the market , and frequently agricultural 
wage-labor . ( 3 )  In industry , the trans ition from 
the use o f  humari and animal power toward 
industrial i z ation proper or ' men aggre�ated at 
power-driven machines working for monetary 
return with the products of the manufacturing 
process , entering into a market based on a 
network o f  exchange relations . '  ( 4 )  I n  
ecological arrangements , the movement from the 
farm and v i l l age toward urban centers ( Smel ser , 
1 9 6 8 : 1 2 6 ) . 
As far as morb idity and mortal ity are concerned , 
improvements in agricultural techniques drastica l ly 
increased the quant ity and variety of food , which wa s 
made ava i lable to more people with improvements in 
transportation . Thi s  in turn increased peop l e ' s  . . 
res istance to many infectious diseases . In the i r  sttidy of 
mortal ity decl ine in England and Wal�s during the � . · 
n ineteenth century , McKeown arid Record ( 19 6 2 ) came to the 
conclus ion that : 
in order of the ir relative importance , ·the 
influences respons ible for the decl ine o f  
mortal ity i n  the second hal f  o f  nineteenth 
century were : ( a )  a rising standard of l iving , 
o f  which the most s igni ficant feature was 
improved diet ( responsible mainly for the 
decl ine of tuberculosis and less certainly , and 
to a l es ser extent , of typhus ) ;  ( b )  the hygien i c  
changes introduced b y  the sanitary reformers 
( respons ible for the decl ine of the 
typhus-typho id and cholera groups ) ;  and ( c )  a 
favorable trend in the relat ionsh ip between 
infectious agent and the human host ( McKeown and 
Record , 1 9 6 2 : 1 2 0 - 1 ) . 
There were other factors that contributed to the 
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decl ine in mortal ity . The abil ity to control temperature 
and humidity at home and place of work helped restrain 
respiratory infections . Publ ic sanitation , water 
puri fication , and sewage disposal s contributed to the 
decreased spread of infectious di seases ( Thoml inson ; 
1 9 7 6 ; also Omran , 1 9 8 0 ) . Milk steril i z ation and 
pasteuri z ation helped control bovine tuberculos i s  and 
ecteric d iseases . Improvements in hous ing ( vent i lat ion 
and sewage disposal s )  and personal and domesti c  
cleanl iness ( increased use of soap ) helped d i scourage 
fl ies , mos quitoes and therefore decreased s ickness due to 
germs trans ferred by these insects ( Omran , 1 9 8 0 ) . 
Improvements in Medical Technology 
Another factor at the macro level respons ible for 
the decl ine in mortal ity was improvements in medical 
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science and technology . I t  i s  asserted that ' control of 
infect ious diseases was greatly advanced through mas s  
immuni z ation and 'the development of bacteriol ogy . That 
i s , the "prevention and cure of infections through 
aseps i s  ( protection against bacteri a )  and ant i seps i s  
( inhibition or destruction of bacteria ) ;  vector control 
( the el imination of disease-carrying pests at po ints 
where they breed ) " ( Nam and Phi l l iber , 1 9 8 4 : 7 5 ) , helped 
control the devastating e ffects of many infect ious 
diseases . It should be noted that the rel ative importance 
of medica l  advances in accounting for the decl ine in 
mortal ity , as compared to the influence o f  r i s ing ' 
standards o f  l iving , i s  a matter of dispute among 
scholars . Omran ( 19 8 2 ) and McKeown et al . ( 1 9 7 5 )  argued 
that medical innovations started to appear during the 
early part of twentieth century and therefore were o f  
secondary importance . I t  i s  asserted that thes e  
innovations were more important i n  keeping the death 
rates down in the twentieth century . As far as the 
substantial mortal ity decl ine of the nineteenth . century 
i s  concerned , " it i s  probable that only within thi s ' 
[ twentieth ] century have medical m�n. and surgeons helped. 
more people than they �ave inj ured , one might a lm�st say , 
cured more persons than they have kil led" ( Conant in 
Thoml inson , 1 9 7 6 : 1 0 2 ) . One o f  the - consequences of these 
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changes was that dur ing the late nineteenth century and 
early twent ieth century and after some t ime had elapsed 
since the onset o f mortal ity decl ine , fert i l ity a l so 
started to decl ine , result ing in an increase i n  
population . Al so i n  this period , a slow rise in 
degenerative di seases occurred in some countries ( Omran , 
19 8 3 : 3 0 6 ) . Thi s  h istorical change is described by 
" Epidemiologic Trans ition Theory " . 
Epidemiologic Trans it ion Theory 
The epidemiologic trans ition theory , as put forward 
by Abdel R .  Omran ( 19 7 1 ,  19 8 0 , 19 8 3 ) asserted that when 
soc ieties undergo a shi ft from low to higher standards of 
l iving as a result of soc ial and economic changes due to 
modern i z at ion , a shi ft in the ir patterns o f  health and 
disease wil l  al so occur . The shi ft is that infect ious and 
communicable di seases ( l ike typho id , tubercul o s i s , 
chol era , etc . ) are gradual ly displ aced by degenerat ive 
di seases ( such as heart di seases , cancer , stroke , 
diabetes , and the l ike ) as the primary causes of 
morbidity and morta l ity . 
A maj or a s sumption of this theory i s  that mortal ity . 
" is a fundamental facto.r in population dynamics with 
fertil ity as a signi ficant co-variable"  ( Omran , 
1 9 8 3 : 3 0 5 ) . Thi s  i s  so because whereas fertil ity i s  
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l imited i n  its range o f  fluctuation ( due to · b iological 
reasons , age at marriage , etc . ) ,  mortal ity has ·no fixed 
upper l imit , and ' " even if fertil ity approached its 
b iologic maximum , depopulation could , and d id , occur as a 
result o f  ep idemics , famines , and wars which repeatedly 
pushed mortal ity level s  to high peaks " ( Omran , 1 9 8 3 : 3 0 5 ) . 
Based on the pace and determinants of the 
trans ition , there are three bas ic model s  of the 
ep idemiologic trans ition . The Class ical or Western Model , 
the Accelerated Model , where abortion pl ayed a maj or role 
in birth control , and the Delayed Model , where morta l ity 
has decl ined , but fertil ity is st i l l  high . The Class ical 
or Western model was cons idered as appropriate for 
describ ing S outh Dakota ' s  transit ion and is d i s cussed 
below .  
Class ical o r  Western Model 
Thi s  model describes the ·transition in western 
countries during the past 2 0 0  years . In these countries , 
both mortal ity and fert i l ity decl ined s l owly ( although . 
fertil ity decl ine started later ) . Mortal ity and fert i l ity 
decl ines were gradual and took place as a respons e  to . arid . . 
along with soc io- econom�c and ·environmental devel opments 
that happened as a result of modernization , and in l ater 
stages of the trans ition , medical - innovations . The 'three 
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stages of epidemiologic trans ition , as they ·exempl i fy the 
trans ition in the West are discussed below . 
1 )  The Age of Pestilence and Famine was when 
fert i l ity was h igh and mortal ity was also high and 
f luctuating ,  thus precluding a sustained population 
growth . In thi s  stage , famine , malnutrition , l ack of 
san itat ion , and d i f ferent types of infectious d iseases 
were maj or causes o f  mortal ity . A study by Graunt shows 
that " nearly three- fourth of a l l  death in London were 
attributed to infectious diseases , malnutrition , and 
maternal compl ications " ( in Omarn , 19 8 3 : 3 0 6 ) . Li fe 
expectancy was short , between 2 0  and 40 years . In the 
United States for example ,  during 18 2 4  and 1 9 0 2 , " scarlet 
fever , which i s  now an extremely mild and nonfata l , 
disease , was unusual ly r i fe during most o f  the 19th 
century " ( Omran , 1 9 8 0 : 1 6 ) . However , a maj or d i fference in 
thi s  stage between the United States and Europe wa s the 
"virtual absence of famine " ( Ibid . ) in the United states , 
which was a maj or cause of death in Europe . 
2 )  The Age o f  Receding · Pandemics is when �orta l ity 
decl ined progres s ively as pandemics decreased in 
frequency and magnitude , and infectious di seases start.ed . 
to decl ine . Thi s  decl ine was bas ica l ly a con�equence of 
moderni z at ion and ris ing stand�rds of l iving . 
3 )  The Age of Degenerative and Man-made D iseases was 
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the stage i n  whi ch mortal ity continued to decl ine and 
stab i l i z ed at a l ow l evel . This low mortal ity was due to 
h igh level s  o f  l iving and the medical innovations of the 
2 0th century . Li fe expectancy at - birth rose to the 7 0 s in 
thi s  stage . However , diseases l ike cardiovascular 
d iseases , cancer , stroke , and di seases introduced by 
humans such as accidents , radiat ion inj uries , carcinogens 
in the environment and in industry , and food additives , 
became maj or causes of i l lness and death at thi s  stage . 
An increase a l so took pl ace in stress related i l lnesses , 
such as mental i l lness and drug dependency . Thes e  
diseases progres s ively replaced infectious ones as 
primary causes o f  death . This stage became more prominent 
a fter World War I in western countries ( Omran , 1 9 8 3 : 
3 07 )  . 
Medial Factors 
Medial factors refer to � influences that operate 
through institutions of the community or group 
attachments o f  the individual "  (Nam and Phi l l iber , 
1 9 8 4  :· 3 )  . Thes e  factors are important because the macro 
factors ( economic development and �oderni zat i on )  o ften 
operate through these �edial variables to e f fect the 
individual . O f  these factors , urbanizat ion , and education 
are di scussed . 
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Urbani z at i on 
Urban i z ation in America as " the process by which 
populat i on i s  concentrated in cities " ( Robertson , 
1 9 8 7 : 5 7 6 )  was one of the consequences of moderni z ation . 
Even though c ities exi sted before industrial i z ation , 
large- scale urban i z ation had to awa it the 
Industrial Revolut ion , which led to highly 
developed fac i l it ies for road , ra i l , sea , and 
advanced technologies for storage by such means 
as canning , refrigeration , and the use o f  
chemical preservat ives ( Ib id . ) .  
Thi s  i s  due to the fact that a city is " a  permanent 
concentration of relatively large numbers of peop l e  who 
do not produce the ir own food " ( Ib id . ) and have to depend 
on the farm products that have to be transported to and 
stored in c it ies . Thi s  could not have happened i f  
modern i z at i on had not made transportation and _ storage 
pos s ible . Furthermore , with the establ ishme�t of most 
factories in the cities , rural people had to migrate to 
the cities in search of j obs . 
Some scholars have emphas i z ed the negative e f fects 
of the process of urbani z at·ion . Loui s  Wirth ( 1 9 3 8  in 
Robertson , 1 9 8 7 : 58 2 ) asserted that with the three 
characteristics of urbani sm ( incr�ased s i z e , dens ity , and 
heterogene ity ) also came the forma l i z ation o f 
rel ationships , decreased allegiance to traditional values 
as a result of awareness of other - values , and anomie .  All 
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these in turn " fostered high level s  of nervous 
stimulation , psychological overload , and social isolation 
I 
in the population aggregate " (Mi l l er et al . ,  1 9 8 2 : 6 3 9 ) , 
which are not necessari ly health produc ing e l ements . On 
the other hand , urban areas have better and more med ical 
care facil ities . With reference to urbanjrural 
d i fferences in medical care resources , M i l l e r  et al . 
( 19 8 2 : 6 3 8 )  observed that : 
I n  1 9 7 3 , the physician population ratio ( per 
1 , 0 0 0 )  was 1 . 5 for met·ropol itan areas compared 
to . 6 7 for the nonmetropol itan areas . I f  a more 
spec i f ic breakd6wn is used , the dif ferenti a l  in 
1 9 7 6 is even more pronounced . Core metropol itan 
count ies had an average of 2 . 7  phys icians per 
1 , 0 0 0  population ; thinly populated counties 
( those with l es s  than 2 , 5 0 0  urban res idents ) had 
a rat io of . 3 9 ,  a d i fference of over 6 0 0  
percent . 
As for the assoc iation between urbani z at i on and 
morb idity and mortal ity , the l iterature suggests that the 
rel at ionship re f lected . a U-shaped curve . Th.at i s , in the 
early stages of urbani z ation , due to high populat ion 
dens ity , lack of pub l ic sanitation , the improver i shed · 
state o f  health care , and exposure to industrial 
chemica l s  and fumes , mortal ity in urban places , 
espec ial ly due to infectious diseases , increased . 
However , l ater , as the . state of health impro
ved , �rban 
mortal ity due to infect ious di seases decreased to become 
lower than that o f  rural areas . But when the benef 1ts of 
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modern i z at ion reached the rura l areas and control l ed 
mortal ity due to infectious il lnesses there as wel l , 
urban mortal ity due to degenerative diseases made urban 
mortal ity h igher than rural mortal ity . Thi s  was bas ica l ly 
a result o f  " the concentration of such important r i sk 
factors in cities as industrial i zation , high rates o f  
smoking and drinking , a Western-world diet , Western 
medical practices , worker exposure to dangerous 
substances , and environmental degradation" ( Greenberg , 
1 9 8 3 : 4 ;  also Fraumeni ,  1 9 7 5 ) . 
Educat ion 
Another consequence o f  modernization was a gradual 
increase in the population ' s  education . According tb 
Brinkerhoff and White ( 19 8 5 : 3 2 1 ) : 
During the last 2 centuries , 
industrial i z ation and urbani z at ion have 
transformed the U . S .  institution landscape . Two 
maj or l ong-term trends in education during th is 
period are a shi ft from el ite to mass educat ion 
and increas ing bureacrati z ation . 
Before the nineteenth century , education was 
bas ical ly l imited to the wealthy . Actually , the word 
" school " i s  derived from an ancient Greek word meaning 
" l e i sure " ( Robertson , � 9 8 7 : 3 7 5 ) , - ·and that i s . because only 
the rich could a fford the time and money to pursue 
education and " cultivation of the· mind " ( Ibid . ) .  Much o f  
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th is education was not vocational i n  nature , rather it 
was to l earn l iterature . Many of these school s · " were 
church-sponsored , and the ir programs focused on reading , 
part icul arly the Scriptures " ( Brinkerho ff and White , 
1 9 8 5 : 3 2 1 ) . 
However ,  during the years of industrial i zat i on and 
modern i z at ion , mass education came to be viewed as 
necessary and des irable .  Children and adolescents were 
gradual ly eased out of labor force and into schoo l s , 
partly because o f  the bel ief that educat ion wi l l  ass ist 
children o f  the working-class famil ies escape the i r  
parents poverty , and also t o  keep cheap labor o f  the 
children out of l abor market ( Ibid . : 3 2 2 ) . 
It  should a l so be pointed out that an i ndustrial 
society needs a relatively educated labor force with the 
appropriate education to accompl ish assigned tasks , such 
as reading d i rections on machines and operat ing them . Al l 
these led to an increase in the number of people 
attending school s  and also an increase in the i r  l evel · of 
education . S o , it was during the 19 3 0 s that secondary 
educat ion became common and it was not unt i l  a fter 'W.orld 
War I I  that high school graduates c9ntinued on to 
col lege . I n  fact , acco�ding to Robertson ( 19 8 7 : 3 7 _
6 ) : 
I n  1 9 0 0 , about 7 percent of Americans i n  the 
appropriate age group were graduated from h igh 
school ; . . .  more than two-thirds of the present· 
American population has a high school 
diploma ; . • .  the proportion of high school 
graduate s  attending col lege has also risen 
steeply , from 4 percent in 1 9 0 0  to 1 6  percent 
in 19 4 0  to �bout 4 0  percent by the late 1 9 8 0 s . 
As far as the rel at ionship between education and 
morbidity and mortal ity i s  concerned , it should be 
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ment ioned that education , l ike income , does not by itsel f 
" cause" cancer , however , it makes possible certa in kinds 
of behaviors that have a bearing on developing c ancer . 
For example , more and better education can make people 
more informed about diseases and ways to avo id them or 
how better to s eek help when affl icted with a d isease . 
Thi s  influences the decrease of non-degenerative diseases 
on the one hand , but on the other hand , can a l s o  increase 
the incidence of degenerative diseases by l ett ing people 
l ive longer , so their bodies deteriorate . It a l s o  a l lows 
more time to be exposed to carcinogens . 
Demographic Cons equences of Modernizat ion 
Modern i z at i on had an impact on many aspects of 
soci ety . First , the shi ft f·rom infectious di se�ses to 
degenerative ones changes the average age at death� · Most 
infectious i l lnesses prey on the yo�ng and wherever .�hey . 
are prevalent ,  l i fe exl?ectancy is short ( 3 0 -4 0 ye�rs ) . 
Degenerat ive d i s ea�es , however ,  are i l lnes ses o f  old age 
and wherever they preva i l , l i fe expectancy can reach 7 0  
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years o r  more . S econd , with decl ining fert i l ity ,  
childbearing became l ess frequent . That , with 
improvements in child del ivery , helped decrease femal e  
morta l ity .  This then led t o  more femal e  senior c it i z ens 
( Cowg i l l , 19 6 3 ; also Omran , 19 8 0 ) . Third , the trans ition 
was s l ower among the non-white populat ion of the United 
States than among the whites . This was due to the fact 
that whites " have always been better off than nonwh ites 
with regard to hous ing , education , l iving standards , 
social and economic l eve l s , nutrition , access to medical 
care , and other cultural and demographic characteri stics"  
( Omran , 1 9 8 0 : 3 3 ) . Thi s  resulted in lower death due to 
infect ious di seases and h igher death due to degene�at ive 
diseases among the whites . 
Summary 
As societies industrial i z e , they also become 
structura l ly more di f ferentiated . Different parts of the 
society become more interdependent , and consequentl y , 
more vulnerable to the changes in other· parts . . I n  the 
United states , with industrial i zation also came changes 
in standards of l iving , educat ion , and urban i z at ion , .al l  
of which a f fected the health and · morta l ity patterJ!s . That 
i s , degenerative and chron ic diseases replaced infect ious 
i l lnesses as maj or causes of il lness and death . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
I I 
I ntroduction 
Thi s  sect ion conta ins the research des ign and 
methodology used in thi s  study . It includes the 
operational de f initions and explanations of the 
independent and the dependent variables , as wel l  as that 
of the unit of analys is . It also includes a descript ion 
of the data col lection method , sources of rel evant data , 
and methods of data ana lys is . Al so included in th is 
chapter are research hypotheses to be tested . 
In thi s  study , the effects o f  certa in social and 
environmental variables upon cancer mortal ity in S outh 
Dakota were invest igated . Therefore the study was an Ex 
Post Facto research : 
Ex post facto research is systematic empi rical 
inqu i ry in which the scientist does not have 
direct control of independent variables because 
the i r  mani festat ions have al ready occurred or 
because they are inherently not manipul abl e . 
Inferences about relations among variables are 
made , without direct intervention , from 
concomitant variation of independent and 
dependent variables ( K�rl inger , 19 1 3 : 3 7 9 ) . -
Techn ical ly speaking , thi s  study - was a ·populat ion 
study . That is , a distinction is �sual ly ma�e between 
forma l demography and population studies . In formal 
demography , both the independent variables and· the . 
dependent variables are demograph ic in nature , l ike the 
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rel at ionship between fertil ity and age and sex spec i f ic 
characteristics of a popul ation . In population studies , 
e ither the independent variables or the dependent 
variables are non-demographic in nature , l ike the 
relat ionship between education and fertil ity ( Kammeyer , 
1 9 7 1 ) . In  our study , the independent variables were 
non-demographic , whereas the dependent variab l e  was 
demographic . 
The Unit of Analys is 
The unit of analys is in this study was the state 
plann ing district . Ideally the county should have been 
selected because it is a recognized governmental unit , 
and a l so because of the avai l abil ity of rel iab l e  
secondary data o n  the county level from the United states 
Bureau of the Census , and South Dakota Department of 
Health . However , the numbers for the dependent variable 
( cancer death ) were very small at the county l evel , 
becoming ins ign i ficant for analys is purposes . 
There a re 6 6  count ies ' in South Dakota . Armstrong and 
. .  
Dewey counties were merged in 1 9 5 1  and Washabaugh county 
was merged with Jackson county in . .  l 9 7 9 . Data perta ining · 
to the counties be fore . the mergers were added up to 
become consistent with current data . These 6 6  count ies 
were broken into s ix planning dis·tricts ( next page ) . 
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The criteria used by the state of S outh Dakota 
( State Pl anning �gency , No Date ) for including d i f ferent 
counties in a pl ann ing district include the fol l owing : 
1 )  Equa l popul ation : At the time , early 1 9 7 0 s , S outh 
Dakota had a population of about 6 0 0 , 0 0 0 , and it was 
decided that each pl anning district should have about 
1 0 0 , 0 0 0  populat ion . 
2 )  Trade Center : Each planning district have at l east a 
"maj or c ity" that operates .as a trade center . 
3 )  Transportat ion and Communication : Closeness and 
avai lab il ity of the state highway system to d i fferent 
counties in each planning district . 
This proces s  ( us ing county or planning di strict 
level data ) is referred to as " ecological corre l at ion" 
method of research and is " identical to corre l at ion as it 
is genera l ly understood , except that aggregates ,  
populations or areas are used as un its o f  observat ion 
instead of ind ividua l person" ( Bogue , 19 6 9 : 5 3 7 ) . Bogue 
asserts that thi s  is a useful tool , espec ial ly i n  
s ituations where the study of such phenomena would be 
d i f f icult due to lack of individual observat i ons ( Ibid . ) .  
s ampl ing Technique 
census and vital statistics data for S outh Dakota 
counties were used . Pertinent data for ten year 
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interval s , ending i n  19 6 0 , 19 7 0 , and 19 8 0  were taken as 
wel l  as data for the s ingle years of 1 9 6 0 , 1 9 7 0 , and 
19 8 0 . Agr icultural chemical data were taken from the 
1 9 5 9 , 19 6 9 , and 1 9 7 8  Census of Agriculture . County data 
were added up and averaged to obtain planning d i strict 
data . 
Operat ional Definition of Variables 
I n  thi s  study the independent variab l es were use of 
agricultural chemical s , economics , urban i z at ion , and 
educat ion . The dependent variable was S outh Dakota cancer 
death rates for 1 9 6 0 , 19 7 0 , and 19 8 0 . S ex , age , and race 
were treated as control variables . Below , an operational 
de fin iti on is given for each of these vari ab l es . 
Chemical Use 
Thi s  variable was measured by the amount of 
-
chemica l s  ( fertil i z er ,  pestic ide , and herb ic ide ) used , or 
number of acres treated with a speci f ic chemical . 
Idea l ly , pounds per acre use of each of .these ·chemica l s  
. . 
for each county should have been used . However ,  tonnage 
of chemical use was ava ilable on!i for fert i l i z ers for 
1 9 5 9  and 1 9 6 9 . Therefore , for 1 9 7 8  fert i l i zer use , and 
for a l l  years for pestic ide and herbicide use , · percent 
acres of county farml and treated · were used . One po int to 
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mention in this regard is that the data o n  pest icides and 
herbicides was reported by the kind of crops , pests , or 
insects ( and the number of acres ) on wh ich the chemical 
was used . For the purposes of this study , these chemicals 
were cons idered under the two general terms , pesticides 
and herbicides , and acres that were treated were added up 
to obtain a total number of acres treated for each 
county . Thi s  woul d  result in some overlap o f  acres , 
because some acres might be counted more than once . 
However ,  it was felt that s ince exposure was the focus , 
and it i s  very l ikely that the same land area could be 
treated with d i f ferent chemical s , there fore , it did not 
matter i f  the same acres were counted more than once . It 
should a l so be pointed out that for 1 9 5 9 , no county data 
on pesticide and herbic ide use was reported , therefore , 
the analys i s  for that year was based only on fert i l i z er 
use . 
Economics 
County medi an family income and county percent of 
poverty fami l ies ( fami l ies with incomes less than the 
poverty l evel ) were taken as indicators of a · county • s  
economic status . It should be m��tirined that the .category 
o f  poverty fami l ies did not exist in 1 9 6 0 , the�e fore , 
only county median family income was used for that year . 
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Education 
County medi an education was used for 1 9 6 0  and 1 9 7 0  
s ince the data were reported by the Census a s  " Median 
School Years Compl eted" for "persons 25 years old and 
over" ( Census Bureau , 4 3 C : 1 2 0 ) . However , for 1 9 8 0 ,  the 
data was reported as " Percent High School Graduates 
( Persons 2 5  and over ) ( Riley et al . ,  19 8 3 : 2 9 ) . 
Urbani z at ion 
Thi s  variable was measured us ing the Census 
de finit i on of urbani z ation . That i s , an urban population 
includes " al l  those people l iving in incorporated andj or 
census des ignated places of 2 , 5 0 0  or more inhabitants and 
other territory , incorporated or unincorporated , included 
in urbani z ed areas " ( Ib id . : 3 7 ) . Uti l iz ing thi s  
def inition , county percent of urban population was 
obtained . 
Death Rates 
Two sets o f  data were ' used . In one .set , ut i l i z ing 
the ninth revis ion of the Int�rnational Lists o f  Diseases 
and Causes o f  Death ( ICD) , all can6er s ites . w�re 
aggregated into ten general groups : ( 1 ) oral cavity and 
pharynx ; ( 2 )  d igestive organs ; ( 3 )  respiratory · organs ; 
( 4 )  breast ; ( 5 )  genital organs ; { 6 )  urinary organs ; ( 7 )  
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connective tissues and nervous system ; ( 8 )  l eukemias ; ( 9 )  
lymphatic t i s sues ; and ( 1 0 )  other and unspeci f i ed 
ccancers . 
There are advantages and disadvantages to thi s  
aggregat ion . The d i sadvantage is l o s s  of spec i f icity . 
That i s , by clas s i fying a cause of death as respiratory 
cancer rather than larynx , pluera , or middle ear , one 
might make the association between a cancer and its 
cause ( s )  more vul nerable to confounding factors . 
The advantage of aggregat ing data is increas ing the 
rel iab i l ity of the data . That is , s ince cancer i s  an 
invas ive d isease , normal boundaries of adj acent body 
s ites could be disrupted and s ites could be misclas s i f ied 
as the primary cause . Greenberg ( 19 8 3 : 3 4 )  reported that : 
Baker ( 19 8 0 )  suggests that the high white male 
pancreatic cancer mortal ity rate observed i n  st . 
Loui s  County , Minnesota , may be due to in.correct 
classi f icat i ons . Perhaps stomach cancer was the 
correct d iagnos is , a pos s ibil ity supported by the 
observation that the northern Minnesota regi on 
has among the highest stomach cancer mortal ity 
rates among whites . 
Greenberg further commented that in the above 
s ituat ion , digestive cancer instead of pancreat i c  or 
stomach cancer could have been a �iser class i ficatibri 
( Ib id . ) .  
It  should be ment ioned that cause-speci f i c  
mortal ity data for a l l  the individual years from 1 9 5 1  to 
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19 8 0  were not ava i l able t o  us . Therefore a cause-spec i fic 
analys i s  for a l l  years was not performed . 
Yearly s ex and race mortal ity due to cancers were 
added up for the three ten-year groups of 1 9 5 1 - 1 9 6 0 , 
1 9 6 1 -1 97 0 , and 19 7 1- 1 9 8 0 ,  and then were turned i nto 
rates . This was done due to the fact that the number of 
deaths for each year were not large enough to be 
stat istica l ly s igni ficant . Furthermore , by aggregat ing 
t ime periods and pl aces ( count ies ) ,  the influence of 
population migrat ion and latency period o f  cancers could 
be reduced ( see Pol issar , 19 8 0 ; also Greenberg , 1 9 8 3 ) . 
Stat istical Analys is 
Multipl e regress ion analys is was used to determine 
how much of the variab i l ity of death rates could be 
s ign i f i cantly predi cted by the variabil ity ·o f  soc ial and 
environmenta l variables tested . Thi s  procedure wi l l  a l l ow 
for assess ing the relative contribut ion o f  each o f  
several independent variables having an influence o n  the 
dependent vari able . The Leaps and Bounds. procedure ( SAS 
Inc . , 1 9 8 5 )  was used . This procedure first examines 
s ingle predictors aga inst the dependent varible ( s ) , 
starting with the one the expla ins the most , and then the 
second h ighest one , apd so on , until a l l , unles� 
otherwise spec i fi ed ,  independent variables are 
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considered . Then , sets of two pred ictors are cons idered 
in relations to the dependent variable ( s ) , aga in starting 
with the set with the highest amount of explanation , then 
the second h ighest , and so on . This procedure i s  repeated 
for sets of three , and four and more predictors until all 
of independent variables are cons idered in one category . 
Pearson correl ation coeffic ients were also cal cul ated for 
hypothes i s  testing . The . 0 5 level of s ign i f icance was 
ut i l i z ed in thi s  study . The dependent variab l e  was cause-
spec i f ic cancer death rates by region for s ingl e years of 
19 6 0 , 1 9 7 0 , and 19 8 0 . 
Hypotheses 
Nul l  Hypothesis 
The fol low ing nul l hypoths is is cons idered . 
HO . There i s  no rel ationship between the sel ected 
social and environmental factors and cancer 
mortal ity in South Dakota by plann ing d i strict . 
Research Hypotheses 
Farming 
As a result of modernization , farming pecame more 
mechani z ed and commercial i z ed . . That is , to increase 'its 
. 
...  
production , it rel ied ·more on chemical s ,  many o f - which 
have been shown to be carc inogenic . Furthermore , a number 
of studies have shown that those who were exposed to 
67 
these chemica l s  have shown increased morta l ity from 
certain cancers , therefore : 
I 
H 1 . The greater the percent of acres treated with 
herbic ides in a pl anning distr ict , the greater the 
rate o f  death due to lymphatic tissue cancer in that 
planning district . 
H2 . The greater the percent of acres treated with 
pesticides in a planning district , the greater the 
rate o f  lymphatic ti ssue cancers mortal ity in that 
plann ing d i strict . 
Educat ion 
Educati on ,  as mentioned in the l iterature review � has 
been shown to have a reverse relationship with mortal ity due 
to some cancers and a direct relationship to morta l ity due 
to some other cancers , therefore : 
H3 . The higher the education level o f  a pl anning 
d i strict , the greater the rate o f  mortal ity due 
to gen itory organs cacners in that plann ing 
di strict . 
H4 . The higher the education level of a p lanning 
di strict , the higher the mortal ity rate due to 
breast cancer among females in that pl ann ing 
di strict . 
Economics 
Economic development and an increase in income 
usua l ly occur with modernization . • Research evidence ' 
indicates that income · influences mortal ity by changing 
diet and making health care more availabl e ,  hence : 
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H 5 . The higher the planning distirct • s  median family 
income , the higher the rate of female bre ast cancer 
mortal ity in that pl anning di strict . 
I 
H 6 . The h igher the planning district ' s  percent of 
poverty fami l ies , the higher the rate of femal e  
cervix cancer mortal ity i n  that pl anning d i strict . 
Urbani z ation 
Urbani z at ion has also been associated with some 
cancers . That i s , l i fe s ituations and work conditions are 
d i fferent in urban areas , making some cancers more 
prevalent in urban areas . 
H7 . The more urbani zed a planning district , the 
higher the rate o f  respiratory cancer mortal ity in 
that planning district . 
HS . The more urbani z ed a planning district , the 
h igher the rate of digestive cancer mortal ity in 
that plann ing district . 
. ' 
t I 
CHAPTER FIVE 
FINDINGS AND ANALYSI S  
I ntroduction 
Thi s  chapter presents a review and interpretat ion of 
the f indings and interprets the findings i n  l ight of the 
l iterature and theory presented in previous chapters . As 
outl ined in Chapter One , this study had two obj ect ives : 
1 )  To describe patterns that have devel oped in cancer 
mortal ity over t ime . 
2 ) ) To investigate · i f  there is an associat i on between 
soc ial and environmental factors and cancer morta l ity . 
Data pert inent to the first obj ect ive are reported 
both at the state and p lanning district leve l s . Data 
regarding the independent variables are presented f irst . 
Descriptive Findings 
State Level Data 
Independent Variables 
Thi s  study employed four categories o f  independent 
variabl es ; economics ,  urbani z ation , educat ion � and 
agricultural chemical use . . Table 1 summari zes the state 
data for al l variable s . 
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TABLE 1 
ECONOMI C ,  URBANI ZATION , EDUCATION AND AGRI CULTURAL 
CHEMI CAL USE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA FOR 19 6 0 , 1 9 7 0 ,  AND 1 9 8 0  
Variab l e s  1 9 6 0  
Median Family I ncome 
Percent Poverty Famil ies 
Percent Popu l at ion Urban 
Median Education Level 
$4 , 2 5 1  
NA* *  
3 9 . 3  
( MSYC ) * * *  
( PHSG ) * * * *  
Percent Acres T/W@ Fertil i zers 
Percent Acres T/W Pesticides 
Percent Acres T/W Herbicides 
Count ies W Z ero Urbanization 
10 . 4  
0 
1 . 7  
0 
0 
4 3  
* 1 9 7 8  Agriculture Chemical data . 
* *  Not Ava i l abl e . 
1 9 7 0  1 9 8 0 *  
$ 7 , 4 9 4  $ 15 , 9 9 3  
1 4 . 8  1 3  
4 4 . 6  4 6 . 4  
1 2 . 1  
5 3 . 3  
7 . 6  
1 . 1 
7 . 2  
4 3  
0 
6 7 . 9  
1 1 . 6  
3 . 8  
12 . 2  
4 3  
* * *  MSYC = Median S chool Years Completed . 
* * * *  PHSG = Percent High S chool Graduates . 
@ T/W = Treated With . 
Economics 
As can be observed from table 1 ,  state medi an family 
income has increased from 1 9 6 0  to 1 9 8 0 . I n  fact , it has 
almost doubl ed from one decade to the next � But the 
percent of poverty famil ies has decreased s ince 1 9 7 0  .. 
Urbani z ation 
With re ference to urbanization , it should be P? inted 
out that even though the perce
.
rit of urban i z at ion , at the 
state l evel , has increased , the number of " urban" 
counties has not changed . That is , there were 4 3  counties 
with z ero percent of urban population in 1 9 6 0 , 1 9 7 0 , and 
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1 9 8 0 .  However ,  whereas Stanley county lost its " urban " 
status from 19 �0 to 19 7 0 , Shannon gained such status 
during that period , and Brule county l ost its " urban "  
status from 1 9 7 0  t o  19 8 0 . There fore , the increase i n  
S outh Dakota ' s  urban populat ion resulted from the fact 
that those few counties that were urbani z ed became more 
so . 
Educati on 
S outh Dakota ' s  educational attainment has a l so 
increased . However ,  as mentioned in Chapter Four , the 
data for 1 9 6 0  was reported as the median school years 
completed for those 25 and over . For 1 9 8 0 , it was 
reported as percent of population , 2 5  and over , with high 
school d iploma , and for 19 7 0 , it was reported in terms of 
both criteria . S ince the data for 19 6 0  and 1 9 8 0  could not 
be compared , 19 7 0  data was used as a bridge to see the 
pattern o f  education through the three decades . 
Agricultural Chemical Use 
For agricultural chemical use , three indicators 
( fert i l i zer , pestic ide , and herbic'ide use ) were employed .  
For purposes o f  comparison , percent o f  farm l and treated 
with each o f  these chemical s was obta ined , and as can be 
seen from table 1 ,  they all have increased substantially . 
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Dependent Variable 
Cancer mo�tal ity was the dependent variab l e  in th is 
study . Pertinent data for thi s  variable are reported in 
three tables . F i rst , data for each one of the cancer 
categories for each of the single years ( 19 6 0 ,  19 7 0 , and 
1 9 8 0 )  are reported in table 2 .  In table 3 ,  sex and race-
speci fic cancer death rates for each cancer category are 
presented . However ,  here cancer death rates are for ten 
year periods ending in 19 6 0 , 19 7 0 , and 1 9 8 0 . I n  table 4 ,  
age and sex-speci fic cancer mortal ity rates are 
presented . I n  thi s  case , the data i s  for each s ingl e  
year . . 
TABLE 2 
SOUTH DAKOTA CANCER DEATH RATES * BY CANCER CATEGORIES FOR 
1 9 6 0 , 1 9 7 0 ,  AND 19 8 0  
Cancer Category 
Oral Cavity and Pharynx 
Digestive Organs 
Respiratory Organs 
Breast 
Genital Organs 
Urinary Organs 
Connective T i ssue/Nervous Sys . 
Leukemias 
Lymphatic T i s sues 
* Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  populatiop . · 
19 6 0  
. 0 18 
. 5 0 3  
. 1 8 5  
. 0 3 5  
. 2 6 1  
0 
. 3 3 1  
. 08 8  
. · .  0 7 3  
19 7 0  
. 0 3'4 
. 4 9 6  
. 2 9 3  
. 14 1  
' . 2 7 2  
. 0 9 9  
. 14 3  
. 0 9 6  
. 0 7 8  
1 9 8 0  
. 0 2 5  
. 5 4 3  
. 3 6 9  
. 1 6 5  
. 2 1 6  
. 0 9 0 ' 
. 1 8 2  
. 0 7 2  
. 1 1 6  
As can b e  observed , death due to resp i ratory , 
breast , and lymphatic tissues cancer have cons i stently 
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been increas ing . Connective tissue and leukemia decl ined 
from 1 9 6 0  to 1 9 7 0 , but then had an increase in 1 9 8 0 . 
I 
Tab l e  3 ( next page ) presents a more preci s e  p i cture 
of the patterns with respect to different cancer 
categories . As can be observed from table 3 ,  d igest ive 
system cancer death rates for both sexes decreased from 
1 9 6 0  to 19 8 0 . However , the decrease took pl ace 
essent i a l ly among whites and was smal ler for white males . 
Respiratory cancer death rates increased for both 
sexes o f  both races , even though the figures. for 
non-whites were very smal l .  White males had an increase 
of 1 3 2 . 7  percent from 1 9 6 0  to 19 8 0 . The increas e  for 
white females was 1 0 6  percent during thi s  period . 
Breast cancer rates also had a cons i stent increase 
during the three decade period . There was no· incidence of 
breast cancer among non-white . males , and the incidents 
for white mal es and non-white females were very smal l .  
White femal e s  had an increase o f  3 9 . 5  percent from 1 9 6 0  
t o  1 9 8 0 . 
Death due to lymphat ic tissues cancer a l so showed a 
cons istent increase . There was a 3 9  .percent increase from 
19 6 0  to 19 7 0  and a 1 5  percent . incr·ease from 19 7 0  to 1 9
.8 0  
for white mal es . The · increase .for white females ; even 
though smal ler in sheer numbers , was 5 2  percent from 1 9 6 0  
t o  1 9 7 0  and 1 8  percent from 197 0 t o  1 9 8 0 . The i nc idence 
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o f  thi s  cancer among non-whites was very smal l .  
There al s� was a consi stent , however smal l ,  increase 
for death due to genita l organs cancer . The increase was 
bas ical ly among whites and was relatively the same for 
both sexes . 
Age and sex-speci f ic cancer death rates a re 
presented in table 4 .  
TABLE 4 
AGE AND SEX-SPECI FI C  CANCER DEATH RATES * FOR 
SOUTH DAKOTA FOR 19 6 0 , 1 9 7 0 ,  AND 1 9 8 0  
Age Groups 1 9 6 0  1 9 7 0  1 9 8 0  
M F M F M F 
0 - 4 9  . 2  . 3  . 2  . 2  . 2  .- 2  
5 0  - 5 4  1 . 6  2 . 6  1 . 4  2 . 0  1 . 6  2 � 5  
5 5  - 5 9  2 . 3  2 . 7  3 . 2  3 . 1  2 . 5  2 . 6  
6 0  - 6 4  4 . 1  3 . 9  4 . 8  3 . 5  4 . 6  3 . 9  
6 5  - 6 9  6 . 9  4 . 3  6 . 9  3 . 4  6 . 4  5 . 7  
7 0  - 7 4  8 . 5  5 . 6 1 1 . 1  4 . 0  1 1 . 6  6 . 0  
7 5  + 1 5 . 6  1 0 . 2  14 . 5  9 . 3  1 5 . 1  1 0 . 3  
* Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  
S ince cancer deaths i n  ages prior to 5 0  were very 
rare , it was felt appropriate to col l apse a l l  those years 
into one category , without b ias ing the results in any 
direction . As could be observ�d · ·from table · 4 1  death
' due 
to cancer increased s·teadily .with advances in age . One 
striking point is that death rates in age categories 
prior to age 70 and 75 increased in " sma l l " increments . 
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However , there appears to be a clear j ump from age 7 0  and 
7 5  onwards . Thi s  holds true for all the years and for 
sexes . 
Regional Level Data 
Independent Variables 
Economics 
Regional economic figures are presented i n  table 5 .  
TABLE 5 
SOOTH DAKOTA REGIONAL ECONOMI C DATA FOR 1 9 6 0 , 1 9 7 0 , 
AND 19 8 0  
MFI 
PPF 
MFI = 
PPF = 
Region 
Year 
1 9 6 0  
1 9 7 0 
1 
3 4 7 5  
6 6 19 
1 9 8 0  1 3 7 9 0  
1 9 6 0  0 
1 9 7 0 1 5 . 2  
1 9 8 0  1 5 . 5  
2 
3 8 3 9  
7 107  
1 6 4 9 1  
0 
1 5 . 8  
1 1 . 3 . 
Median Family I ncome 
3 4 
3 2 0 9 3 5 0 4  
5 9 5 0  6 5 9 3 
1 2 8 4 2  13 3 7 8  
0 0 
2 2 . 9  17 . 0  
2 0 . 2  17 . 8  
( dol l ars ) . 
Percent Poverty Fami l ies . 
5 6 
3 9 3 3  4 4 5 8  
6 6 6 7  7 1 8 5  
1 3 1 7 9  1 4 9 8 7  
0 0 
2 2 . 5  1 8- . 4 
2 3 . 4  1 8- . 1 
As can be observed from table 5 ,  median ·. family
' 
income cons i stently i·ncrease<i in a l l  of the regions from 
1 9 6 0  to 1 9 8 0 . Percent poverty fami l ies , on the other 
hand , had a rel at ively small increase only in three 
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regions . The l argest decrease i n  percent poverty famil ies 
was 4 . 5  percen� that took place in region two . 
Urbani z at ion and Education 
Table 6 shows the data on urbani z at ion and education 
for each of the regions in . South Dakota . 
TABLE 6 
SOUTH DAKOTA REGIONAL URBANI ZATION AND EDUCAT I ON DATA FOR 
1 9 6 0 , 1 9 7 0 , AND 1 9 8 0 
Regions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Year 
Urban- 1 9 6 0  2 0 . 4  2 6 . 8  14 . 1  1 8 . 3  1 3 . 4  2 8 . 1  
z at ion 1 9 7 0  2 2 . 8  3 0 . 2  1 5 . 4  1 9 . 4  1 0 . 4  3 5 . 2  
1 9 8 0  2 3 . 9  3 2 . 5  1 1 . 8  1 9 . 6  1 0 . 6  . 3 1 . 6  
1 9 6 0  9 . 8  1 0 . 1  9 . 3  9 . 7  9 . 8  1 0 . 4  
Education 1 9 7 0 *  1 1 . 4  1 1 . 9  1 0 . 5  1 0 . 8  "1 1 . 2 1 1 . 7  
1 9 7 0 * *  5 6 . 9  5 9 . 0  5 0 . 0  5 3 . 3  5 4 . 1  5 8 . 1  
1 9 8 0  6 3 . 4  68 . 6  6 0 . 0  5 8 . 7  6 2 . 7  6 5 . 8  
* Median years o f  · school compl eted by those · 2 5  years 
o ld and over . 
* *  Percent o f  population 2 5  years old arid over who 
completed high school .• 
As can be seen from table 6 ,  regions one , two , and 
four became cont inuously more ur:t:;>an from 1 9 6 0  to 1 9,8 0  ,· . 
whereas region f ive experienced a continuous overa l l  
decrease . Regions three and s ix witnes sed an i ncrease 
from 1 9 6 0  to 1 9 7 0 , but then had . a decrease from 1 9 7 0  to 
1 9 8 0 . 
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With reference t o  educat ion , a s  mentioned earl ier in 
the s ection on , education on the state l evel , it i s  
reported d i f ferently in the three decade period ( median 
years school completed and percent high school 
graduates ) ,  therefore , 1 9 7 0 data , which was reported in 
both forms , was used as a bridge to demonstrate education 
patterns that have taken place during thi s  t ime . As can 
be seen from table 6 ,  al l regions have experienced 
cont inuous increase from 19 6 0  to 19 8 0 . 
Agricultural Chemical Use 
.Data on regional use of ferti l i z ers , pest ic ides , and 
herb ic ides are presented in table 7 .  
TABLE 7 
SOUTH DAKOTA REGIONAL AGRICULTURAL CHEMI CAL USE *  DATA 
FOR 1 9 6 0 , 1 9 7 0 , AND 1 9 8 0 *  
Regions 1 2 3 
Year 
1 9 6 0  7 . 2  6 . 4  1 . 8 
Fertil i z er 1 9 7 0 2 1 . 4  . 2 6 . 5  1 0 . 8  
1 9 8 0 3 4 . 9  4 0 . 3  2 1 . 1 
1 9 6 0  0 0 0 
Pestic ide 1 9 7 0  2 . 8  8 . 5  2 . 2  
1 9 8 0  9 . 1  1 7 . 2  7 . 2  
1 9 6 0  0 . .  0 0 · 
Herbic ide 1 9 7 0 . 2 1 . 9  2 1 . 8  9 . 7  
1 9 8 0  - 2 9 . 7  3 6 . 8  1 6 . 7  
* Percent acres farml and treated . 
* *  1 9 7 8 Agricultural Chemical data . 
4 5 6 
2 . 8  . 2  . 2 
. 1 3 . 5  2 . 6  1 . 1 
1 8 . 1  4 .  9 . 1 . 5  
0 0 0 
2 . 7  . 4 . 2 . 
4 .  4 . · · 1 .  9 . 6  
0 0 0 
9 . 7  3 . 6  1 . 3  
1 9 . 5  7 . 7  2 . 3  
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I t  i s  demonstrated i n  table 7 that a l l  regions had 
increased use 9f a l l  three chemical s . Region three 
experienced a tenfold increase in fert i l i z er use from 
1 9 6 0  to 1 9 8 0 , and regions two , four , and f ive , each had 
I 
close to a s ixfold increase during thi s  period . 
The increases in pest ic ide use , in percentages , were 
rel at ively modest . That is , these increases were 
genera l ly of a magnitude of two or three t imes . 
With reference to herb icides , regions four , two , and 
one , respectively , · had the largest increases from 1 9 7 0  to 
1 9 8 0 . 
Dependent Variable 
Cancer Death Rates 
Data on regional cancer death rates are g iven in 
table 8 .  
TABLE 8 
SOUTH DAKOTA REGIONAL CANCER DEATH RATES *  FOR 1 9 6 0 , 
19 7 0 , AND 19 8 0  
Regions 
Year 
1 9 6 0  
1 9 7 0  
1 9 8 0  
1 
1 . 5 7 
1 . 7 5 
1 . 8 5 
* Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0 . 
2 
3 . 3 3 
3 . 8 2 
.4 .  57  
3 
1 •. 2 1" 
· 1 . 4 5 
l . 5 7 
4 
1 . 7 1 
2 . 0 0 
2 . 0 8 
5 
. 5 .; 3  
6 . 5  
6 . 9  
6 
1 . 3 8 
1 . 5 2 
1 . 9 6 
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Data i n  table 8 indicate a def inite increase i n  
cancer mortal i�y f o r  a l l  the regions from 1 9 6 0  t o  1 9 8 0 . 
Region s ix had the largest increase ( 4 1  percent ) , 
fol l owed by regions two ( 3 7  percent ) and f ive ( 2 8 
percent ) . 
Reg ional cancer death . rates , broken down by age and 
sex are presented i n  tables 9 ,  10 , and 1 1  ( fol l owing 
pages ) • 
As can be observed from tables 9 ,  1 0 , and 1 1 , even 
though there are some anomal ies ; where death rates had a 
decrease , cancer deaths for both sexes has cons i stently 
increased with increases in age in a l l  regions , and that 
a l l  reg ions experienced a sharp increase in the age group 
7 5  and over . One point to mention is that reg ion four 
appears to have witnessed sharp increases in · its ma le 
cancer mortal ity in age groups 5 5-5 9  and beyond · in all  
three decades . 
Cancer-spec i fic death rates for each region for the 
years o f  1 9 6 0 , 19 7 0 , and 19 8 0  are presented in tables 12 , 
1 3 , and 14 . 
TABLE 9 
S OUTH DAKOTA REGI ONAL AGE AND SEX -S PECIFIC CANCER 
MORTALITY RATES FOR 1 9 6 0  
Reg i ons 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Ag e 
G roups 
11 F M F M F M F M F M F 
0 - 4 9  . 1  .. 3 . ) ·  . 3  . 2  . )  . 3  . 2  . 2  . 3  . 2  - �  
5 0  - 5 4  1 . 4  3 . 3 1 . 2  3 . 5 2 . 1  3 . 6 2 . 0  1 . 9 . s  1 . 0  2 . 1  1 . 8  
5 5  - 59 1 . 5  3 . 6  2 . 9 2 . 9  3 . 1  2 .. 3 1 .. 3 2 . 3  1 . 0  1 . 8  3 . 9  3 . 3  
6 0  - �-4 . 4 .. 4 4 . 2  6 . 2  3 . 9 4 . 9  4 . 6  3 . 0  3 . 8  1 . 9  2 .. 2 3 . 0  4 .. 0 
6 5  - 6 9 6 . 5  6 . 1 6 . 3  2 . 9  8 . 3  3 . 9  6 . 9  4 . 9  5 . 8  3 . 9 7 . 5  4 . 5  
7 0  - 7 4  8 . 7 4 . 3  6 . 5  6 . 4  6 . 4  4 . 7  1 4 . 3  5 . 0  5 . 6  4 . 8  8 . 0  8 . 3  
7 5  - + 1 5 . 8 · 1 4 . 5  1 8 . 2  1 0 . 2 1 5 . 6  8 . 3  l J . O  1 0 . 4 1 5 . 9  1 0 . 8  1 4 . 9  7 . 6  
TA BLE 1 0  
S OUTH DAKOTA REG I ONAL AGE AN D  S EX-S PEC I FI C CANCER 
MORTALITY RATES FOR 1 9 7 0  
Reg ions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Age 
Groups 
M . F  M F M F M F M F M F 
--
0 - 4 9  . 1  . 3  . 2  . 4  . 4  . 3  . 6  . 3  . 1  . 2  . 1  . 1  
s o  - 5 4  ·2 . 2 . 8  . 8  1 . 8  1 . 8  1 . 8  2 . 1  3 . 2  . 9  1 . 6  1 . 3  3 . 2 
5 5  - 5 9  3 . 1  1 . 9  3 � 0  3 . 1  2 . 7  3 . 7 4 . 8 6 . 7  1 . 6 1 . 3  4 . 9  3 . 2  ro 0 
6 0  - 6 4  5 . 1 3 . 2  3 . 5  6 . 1 7 . 7  2 . 3 4 . 9  6 . 2  2 . 9  1 . 5  5 . 2  1 . 6  
6 5  - 6 9  4 . 9 4 . 3 a· . 1  3 . 6  4 . 9  2 . 1 2 2 . 1  1 0 . 4  3 . 3  1 . 3 4 . 7 . 9  
7 v  - 7 4  8 . 5  4 . 1  1 3 . 6  - 4 . 6  6 . 9  3 . 4  2 1 . 6  8 . 3  6 . 2 1 . 5  1 � . 4  3 . 6  
7 5  - + 1 7 . 1  8 . 5  1 2 . 2  1 2 . 2  1 1 . 8  7 . 2  2 7 . 1  1 5 . 0  1 0 . 5  5 . 3  1 3 . 8  8 . 6  
Reg i ons 
Age 
Groups 
M 
0 - 4 9 . 4  
5 0  - 5 4  1 . 3  
5 5  - 59 1 . 6  
6 0  - 64 4 . 5  
6 5  - 69 4 . 4  
7 0  - 7 4  7 . 9 
7 5  - + 1 6 . 5  
TABLE 1 1  
SOUTH DAKOTA REGIONAL AGE AND S EX-SPECIFIC CANCER 
MORTALITY .RATES FOR 1 9 8 0  
1 2 3 4 5 
F M F M F M F M F 
. 2  1 . 0  • 2 . 2  . 3  . 3  . 3  • 1 . 1  
2 . 5  . 5  3 . 1  1 . 7  2 . 1  3 . 8  3 . 1  . 3  1 . 3  
. 8  3 . 0  2 . 3  2 . 9  4 . 0  2 . 8  3 . 2  2 . 9  2 . 4  
4 . 4  4 . 2  4 . 7 1 . 3 4 . 4  1 0 . 1  5 . 9  4 . 8  1 . 8  
- 5 .  2 6 . 8  5 . 3  8 . 2  5 . 9  1 3 . 8 9 . 2  5 . 0 4 . 3  
3 . 3  1 4 . 4  6 . 2  1 3 . 1  7 . 3  2 2 . 7  5 . 7  7 . 3  4 . 5  
9 . 6  1 5 . 7  1 2 . 1  1 4 . 1  9 . 8  2 3 . 7  1 7 . 0  8 . 7  4 . 7 
6 
M 
-
. 2  
3 . 0 
2 . 1  
4 . 4 
6 . 3  
8 . 9  
1 5 . 8  
F 
. 1  
2 . 7  
2 . 6  
3 . 1  
5 . 8  
8 . 6  
9 . 9  
CD ....., 
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TABLE 1 2  
S OUTH DAKOTA , REGI ONAL CAUSE -S PE C I F I C  CANCER MORTALITY 
RATES FOR 1 9 6 0  
Reg ions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Cancer 
Category 
1 4 0 - 1 4 9  . 0 3 . 0 2 . 0 3 . 0 2 . 0 0 . 0 1 
1 5 0  - 1 5 9  . 6 6 . 4 9 . 5 8 . 4 2 . 4 4 . 4 4 
1 6 0  - 1 6 5  . 1 8 . 2 3 . 1 3 . 2 3 . 1 4 . 17 
1 7 4  . 0 5 . 0 5 . 0 4 . 0 2 . 0 3 . 0 2 
1 7 5 - 1 8 7  . 3 3 . 2 1 . 4 0 . 2 5 . 1 9 . 2 1 
1 8 8  - 1 8 9  0 o · 0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 - 1 7 3/ 
1 9 0  - 1 9 9  . 3 0 . 3 6 . 3 9 . 3 6 . 3 4 . 2 4 
2 0 4 - 2 0 7 . 1 1 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 0 8 . 0 7 . 0 6 
2 0 0 - 2 0 3 / 
2 0 8 - 2 0 9 . 0 7 . 0 3 . 0 8 . 0 6 . 1 0 . 1 1 
TABLE 1 3  
S OUTH DAKOTA REG I ONAL CAUSE -S PE C I F I C  CANCER MORTALITY 
RATES FOR 1 9 7 0  
Reg ions 1 2 3 4 5 6 . 
Cancer 
Category 
1 4 0 1 4 9 . 0 2 . 0 7 '  . 0 1 . 0 4 . 02 . 0 3 
1 5 0  - 1 5 9  . 6 7 . 4 8 . 5 7 . 8 9 . 2 4 . . 3 5  
1 6 0  - 1 6 5  . 2 7 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5 1 . 1 2 . 2 6 
1 7 4  . 1 4 . 1 7 . 0 8 . 2 1 . . 1 0  . 0 8. 
1 7 5 - 1 8 5  . 2 9 . 3 7 . 2 1 . 4 6 . 1 6 -� 1 9 • 
1 8 8  1 8 9 . 0 6 . 1 0 . · 0 7  . 2 3 . •  0 9  . 0 8 
1 7 0  - 1 7 3 /  
1 9 0 - 1 9 9  . 0 9 . 1 2 . • 2 0  . '3 3  . 0 9 . 1 0 
2 0 4 - 2 0 7 . 0 9 . 0 6 . 1 2 . 2 1 . 0 7 . 0 8 
2 0 0  - 2 0 3/ 
2 0 8 - 2 0 9 . 0 9 . 0 6 . 1 4 . 1 7 . 0 2 . 0 4 
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TABLE 1 2  
SOUTH DAKOTA REGIONAL CAUSE-S PECIFIC CANCER MORTALITY 
RATES * FOR 1 9 6 0  
Regions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Cancer 
Category 
14 0 - 1 4 9  . 0 3 . 02 . 0 3 . 0 2 . 0 0 . 0 1 
1 5 0  - 1 5 9  . 6 6 . 4 9 . 5 8 . 4 2 . 4 4 . 4 4 
1 6 0  - 1 6 5  . 18 . 2 3 . 1 3 . 2 3 . 14 . 1 7 
1 7 4  . 05 . 05 . 0 4 . 0 2 . 0 3 . 02 
1 7 5  - 1 8 7  . 3 3 . 2 1 . 4 0 . 2 5 . 19 . 2 1 
18 8 - 1 8 9  0 0· 0 0 0 0 
1 7 0 - 1 7 3/ 
1 9 0  - 1 9 9  . 3 0 . 3 6 . 3 9 . 3 6 . 3 4 . 2 4 
2 0 4 - 2 07 . 1 1 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 0 8 . 0 7 . 0 6 
2 0 0 - 2 0 3 /  
2 08 - 2 09 . 07 . 0 3 . 0 8 . 0 6 . 1 0 . 1 1 
* Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  population . 
TABLE 13  
SOUTH DAKOTA REGIONAL CAUSE-SPECIFIC CANCER MORTALITY 
RATES *  FOR 1 9 7 0  
Regions 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Cancer 
Category 
1 4 0  - 1 4 9  . 0 2  . 0 7 ·  . 0 1 . 0 4 . Q 2 . 0 3 
' 1 5 0  - 1 5 9  . 6 7  . 4 8 . 57 . 8 9 . 2 4 . 3 5 
1 6 0  1 6 5  . 2 7 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5 1 . 12 . 2 6 
1 7 4  . 14 . 17 . 0 8 . . 2 1  . 1 0 . 0 8 
1 7 5  1 8 5 . 2 9 . 3 7 . 2 1  . . 4 6 . 1 6 . .. 1 9  
1 8 8  - 1 8 9  . 0 6 . 1 0  . 0 7  . . 2 3 . 0 9 . 0 8 
1 7 0 - 1 7 3 /  
1 9 0 - 1 9 9  . 09 . 1 2 . . 2 0  .· 3 3  . 0 9 . 1 0 
2 0 4 - 2 0 7 . 09 . 0 6 . 12 . 2 1 . 0 7 . 0 8 
2 0 0 - 2 0 3 /  
2 0 8 - 2 0 9 . 09 . 0 6 . 14 . 17 . 0 2 . 0 4 
* Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  population . 
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TABLE 14 
SOUTH DAKOTA REG IONAL CAUSE-S PECIFIC CANCER MORTALITY 
RATES * FOR 1 9 8 0  
Regions 
Cancer 
Category 
1 4 0 - 1 4 9  
1 5 0  - 1 5 9  
1 6 0  - 1 6 5  
1 7 4  
1 7 5 - 1 8 7  
1 8 8 - 1 8 9  
1 7 0 - 1 7 3 /  
1 9 0 - 1 9 9  
2 0 4 - 2 0 7 
2 0 0 - 2 0 3 /  
2 0 8 - 2 0 9 
* Deaths per 
1 
. 0 3 
. 6 2 
. 3 4 
. 1 5 
. 2 3 
. 0 7 
. 1 5 
. 1 2 
. 1 2 
1 , 0 0 0  
Data in tables 
2 3 
. 0 1 . 0 3 
. 5 2 . 6 9 
. 3 5 . 4 4 
. 1 9 . 2 2 
. 2 3 . 2 8 
. 1 '2  . 1 2 
. 1 8 . 2 3 
. 0 5 . 1 1 
. 1 0 . 1 5 
population . 
1 2 , 1 3 , and 1 4  
mortal ity due to digestive organs 
4 
. 0 6 
. 8 9 
. 7 2 
. 3 0 
. 4 5 
. 1 6 
. 2 4 
. 1 1 
. 1 9 
indicate 
in .region 
from 1 9 6 0  to 1 9 7 0  and stayed at that level 
5 6 
. 0 1 . 0 3 
. 3 8 . 3 8 
. 2 3 . 3 1 
. 0 8 . 1 1 
. 0 9 . 1 4 
. 0 7 . 0 4 
. . 1 6  . 1 6 
. 0 3 . 0 5 
. 0 8 . 0 9 
that · cancer 
·four doubled 
to 1 9 8 0 ,  
whereas it decreased · by almost 5 0  percent· in region five 
from 1 9 6 0  to 1 9 7 0  and then again increased from 1 9 7 0  to . 
1 9 8 0 . 
Respi ratory organs and female breast cancer . death 
rates increased for a l l  regions from 1 9 6 0  to 1 9 8 0 . 
Genital organs deaths had . ari overal l  decrease in 
region three . It increased sharply in regi on four from 
1 9 6 0  to 1 9 7 0  and remained high to 1 9 8 0 . 
Skin and nervous system death rates had an overal l  
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decrease in al l regions from 1 9 6 0  t o  1 9 8 0 . 
Fina l ly , lymph�tic tissues cancer deaths general ly 
increased during the three decade period in a l l reg ions . 
In regi ons f ive and six , it decreased from 19 6 0  to 1 9 7 0 ,  
but then again increased from 19 7 0  to 1 9 8 0 . 
Stat istical Data 
Thi s  secti on o f  the paper responds to the s econd 
obj ective of the study . That is , s ign i f icant contributors 
to each one of th� cancer types are reported , and the 
study hypotheses are assessed bas ed on the presented 
data . In the tables to follow ,  data is reported in terms 
of subsets with s igni ficant contribution unti l  the 
exp lanatory power of "R squared" tapers o f f  or that 
s ign i f i cance is lost . For each set of pred ictors , " R  
squared " , the F-ratio , and the level a t  which F-ratio i s  
s igni f icant , are g iv�n . A s  mentioned in Chapter Four , . 
both multip l e  regres sion ( Leaps and Bounds procedure ) and 
correlat ion were uti l i z ed to find the variat i ons of the 
dependent variable as it was associated with the , 
independent variables and to test the . hypotheses . 
It should be noted that such variable� as "year "  and 
" region " , were treated as " independent b inary variables " .  
Therefore , when these variables appear as s igni f�cant 
contributors to any type of cancer death , it should be 
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interpreted a s  suggesting that there are other variables , 
such as water pr l i fe-style factors l ike smoki ng , or 
drinking , that have an influence on that type o f  cancer 
death but have not been included among the independent 
variables o f  th is study . With reference to year and 
region , it should be pointed out that "year1 " ( 1 9 6 0 )  was 
treated as the criterion with which "year2 " ( 1 9 7 0 )  and 
" year3 " ( 19 8 0 )  were compared . The same procedure was 
employed for regions where " region6 " was treated as the 
criterion . 
Digestive Organs 
Table 1 5  i ndicates a pos itive rel ationship between 
digestive organs cancer death rates and a regi on 1 s  
educational l evel , herbicide use , median famil y  income , 
and l evel o f  urbani z ation . This appears to be cons istent 
with previous research findings that with" 
industrial i z at ion , income , educat ion , and urbani z ation ­
a l so increase and that people ' s  diet change , there fore 
more inc idents of digest ive organs cancer ( Greenbe�g , 
1 9 8 3 ) . However , urbani z ation alone was not s i gn i fi cantly 
related to digestive organs cancer , thereby fai l ing to 
support hypothes i s  eight which postulated a rel ationship 
between urbani z at ion and digestive organs cancer death . 
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TABLE 1 5  
S IGNI FICANT CONTRIBUTORS TO DEATHS RATES *  DUE TO 
DIGESTIVE ORGANS CANCER 
R2 
Acceptable 
# of Predictors F-ratio l eve l * *  
1 4 . 4 9 
Region4 . 2 6 5 . 5 4 
RegionS . 3 4 4 . 9 7 ( - ) 
2 . 4 2 4 . 5 4 
Region 1  4 . 0 9 
Region4 8 . 5 5 
3 . 59 4 . 6 0 
Region 1  8 . 1 3 
Reg i on 3  5 . 8 1 
Region4 14 . 8 7 
. 57 
Year3 1 3 . 2 5 
Educat ion 1 3 . 8 4 
Herb ic ide Use 7 . 2 6 
5 . 7 1 4 . 7 5 
Year2 1 0 . 0 2 
Year3 1 9 . 0 1 
I ncome 2 1 . 0 4 
Urbani z at i on 1 3 . 5 3 
Herb ic ide Use 9 . 9 4 
* Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  popul ation . 
* *  Acceptable at the . 0 5 s igni ficance l evel . 
Resp iratory Organs 
As can be seen from table 1 6 , . �ed ian family income 
and herbicide use were strongly · r�l ated t6 _ respira�ory 
cancer death . Region . is also . very important , account ing 
probably for l i fe-style or contextual factors . H?wever , 
urban i z at ion as such , i s  not among the sign i ficant s ingle 
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variabl es , there fore , the data fa iled t o  support 
hypothes i s  sev�n which postul ated a rel at ionship between 
urban i z at i on and resp iratory cancer death . 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
* 
* *  
TABLE 1 6  
S IGNI F I CANT CONTRIBUTORS TO DEATH RATES * DUE TO 
RES PIRATORY ORGANS CANCER 
R2 
Acceptabl e  
o f  Predictors F-rat io Level * *  
4 . 4 9 
Region4 . 3 3 8 . 0 8 
I ncome . 2 7 6 . 18 
Herbicide Use . 2 6 5 . 7 4 
. 6 4 4 . 5 4 
Region4 14 . 8 0 
I ncome 12 . 4 4 
. 6 1 
Region4 1 3 . 09 
Herb i c ide Use 1 0 . 3 5 
. 5 8 
Region4 1 2 . 58 
Poverty Famil ie s  8 . 8 6 
. 7 2 4 . 6 0 
Region4 1 2 . 9 5 
Regions 7 . 1 6 
Poverty Famil ies 1 5 . 2 9 
. 8 3 4 . 6 7 
Year3 1 1 . 5 5  
Region4 l � . 5 5 
I ncome · · is . 0 2  
Educat ion . .  14 . 8 8 
Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  populat ion . 
Acceptabl e  a t  the . 05 s igni ficance l evel . 
Breast Cancer · 
Table 17 shows variables with sign i f i cant 
as sociat ion with breast cancer deaths . 
TABLE 17 
SIGNIFICANT CONTRI BUTORS TO DEATH RATES DUE TO 
BREAST CANCER 
Acceptab l e  
I o t  Pred ictors R* * 2  F-ratio Level 
1 4 . 4 9 
Herb ic ide U s e  . 5 2 17 . 5 3 
I ncome . 4 3 1 2 . 1 9 
Pest icide U s e  . 3 9 10 . 1 5  
Poverty Fami l i e s  . 3 4 8 . 2 7 
Year3 . 3 2 7 . 4 2 .. 
Educat i on . 3 0 ( . 5 5 2 9 6  Pearson R ) * 
2 . 6 6 4 . 5 4 
Reg i on4 6 . 2 4 
Herbicide Use 2 3 . 5 6 
. 5 8 
Regi on4 5 . 4 6  
Income 1 6 . 2 3 
3 . 7 6 4 . 6 0 
Reg i on4 8 . 6 9 
Pove rty Fam i l ies 6 . 1 2 
Herbicide Use 1 6 . 7 0 
. 7 4 
Region4 9 . 5 5 
Pove rty Fam i l ies 9 . 8 4 
Pes t i c ide Use 1 4 . 0 1 
4 . 7 8 4 . 6 7 
Year2 5 . 2 9 
Year3 7 . 1 1 
Reg ion4 8 . 4 1 
Herb icide Use 5 . 3 1 
5 . 8 2 4 . 7 5 
Year2 2 2 . 67 
Year3 1 9 . 5 5  
Reg i o n 1  4 . 8 8 
I ncome 1 1 . 7 1 
Poverty Fami l ie s  1 7 . 3 1 
* Mode l f ive o f  Le aps and Bounds procedure was used 
in this study , there fore only the f irst f ive 
s ign i ficant cont ributors were · ident i � ie1 . Education 
wa s not among th em , but it was shown to be 
s ign i f icant when Pearson . corre l ation co� f f i c i ent 
wa s calculated . 
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As can b e  observed from table 17 , herb ic ide and 
pesticide use , . and med ian family income are among the 
s ingl e  variab l es with highest amount of explanation for 
deaths due to breast cancer . Other important factors 
include percent of poverty fami l ies , region and year . The 
data in table 17 provide support for hypotheses four and 
f ive which suggested a correlat ion between educat ion , and 
income and breast cancer death . However , it i s  important 
to note that the high correlation between breast cancer 
and agricultural chemical use was not encountered in the 
l iterature . 
Genital Organs 
The data in table 18 indicate that region is the 
most important factor counting for the change in the 
dependent variable .  However ,  median family income and 
herb ic ide use were also , to some extent , rel ated to 
genital organs cancer deaths . The data fa i l ed to provide 
support for hypothes is three which postulated a 
correlation between a region ' s  educational l evel and its 
death due to genital organs cancer . Also , _ s ince percent 
of poverty famil ies was not among the s ingl e  factors . 
wh ich s ign i f icantly �ontributed to the variat io� in this 
kind of cancer death , hypothesis six which stated that a 
region I S  l eVel O f  pOVerty is re-lated tO femal e  CerviX 
cancer death rates , was not supported . 
TABLE 1 8  
S IGNIFIC�T CONTRI BUTORS TO DEATH RATES * DUE TO 
GENITAL ORGANS CANCER 
9 1  
R2 
Acceptable 
# of Predictors F-ratio Level * *  
1 4 . 4 9 
Region4 . 3 5 7 . 0 9 
Regi ons . 2 5 5 . 3 4 ( - ) 
3 . 52 4 . 6 0 
Region4 8 . 57 
I ncome 4 . 8 7 
Herb icide Use 5 . 5 5 
5 . 64 4 . 7 5 
Year2 7 . 3 5 
Year3 5 . 5 8 
Region3 6 . 0 0 
Region4 1 1 . 6 8 
Poverty Fami l ies 7 . 5 5 
* Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  population . 
* *  Acceptabl e  at the . 0 5 s igni f icance l evel . 
Urinary Organs 
With reference to urinary organs cancer deaths , 
table 1 9  indicates that both economics ( med ian fami ly _ 
income and percent o f  poverty famil ies ) and agricultural 
chemica l s  use ( herbic ides and pesticides ) ,  were very 
important . 
TABLE 19 
S IGNI F I C�T CONTRI BUTORS TO DEATH RATES * DUE TO 
URINARY ORGANS CANCER 
9 2  
R2 
Acceptabl e  
# o f  Predictors F-ratio Level * *  
1 4 . 4 9 
Poverty Famil ies . 4 6 13 . 8 6 
Herb ic ide Use . 3 0 6 . 7 3 
I ncome . 2 4 5 . 1 7 
Pestic ide Use . 2 3 4 . 7 5 
2 . 6 8 4 . 5 4 
Region4 10 . 2 8 
Poverty Famil ies 2 2 . 6 6 
. 6 2 
Poverty Famil ies 18 . 8 1 
Urban i z at ion 6 . 6 5 
3 . 7 9 4 . 6 0 
Region4 1 6 . 3 2 
Poverty Famil ies 2 2 . 0 0 
Pesticide Use 7 . 5 3 
. 7 8 
Year2 3 0 . 2 7  
Year3 2 5 . 6 6 
Region4 12 . 9 9 
* Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  population . 
* *  Acceptabl e  at the . 0 5 s igni ficance leve l . 
Connect ive Tissues and Nervous System 
Data in tab l e  2 0  shows that , in terms o f  the' 
independent variables cons idered in this study , media� 
family income and pe�cent o f  pov�rty famil i es a�e 
strongly related to death due to connective t i s sue and 
nervous system cancer . It is important to note the 
negative rel at i onship between eqonomic variables and 
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deaths due to thi s  type o f  cancer . 
TABLE 2 0  
S IGNI FICANT CONTRIBUTORS TO DEA�H RATES * DUE TO 
CONNECTIVE TISSUE AND NERVOUS SYSTEM CANCER 
# of Predictors 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Poverty Fami l ie s  . 54 
Year2 . 2 5 
Income . 2 4 
Regi on4 
Poverty Famil ies 
Year2 
Education 
Reg i on 3  
Region4 
Poverty Famil ies 
Region2 
Regions 
I ncome 
Poverty Famil ies 
Region 2  
Region 3  
Income 
Urbani z ation 
Fert i l i zer Use 
. 68 
. 64 
. 8 3 
. 8 7  
. 9 2 
* Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  population . 
F-ratio 
1 8 . 7 3 ( - ) 
5 . 3 2 
5 .  0 8  ( - ) 
6 . 3 7 
2 4 . 3 6 
2 2 . 8 9 
1 7 . 0 3 
1 2 . 07 
1 5 . 6 1 
4 6 . 8 5 . 
1 5 . 5 8 
9 . 9 9 
8 5 . 6 4 
6 1 . 3 5 
2 5 . 6 4 
1 6  . . 7 7· 
1 3 0 . 7 1 
1 4 . 5 4 
9 5 . 9 7 
* *  Acceptab l e  at the ' . 0 5 s igni ficance level . 
Acceptable 
Leve l * *  
4 . 4 9 
4 . 5 4 
4 . 6 0 
4 . 6 7 
·. 4 . • 7 5  
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Leukemia 
As can b� seen from table 2 1 ,  none o f  the 
independent variables of the study expla ined the variance 
in leukemia death . 
TABLE 2 1  
S I GNIFICANT CONTRI BUTORS TO DEATH RATES * DUE TO 
LEUKEMIA 
# o f  Predictors 
1 
4 
Region4 
Region1 
Region3 
Region4 
Urbani z at ion 
. 2 5 
. 68 
* Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  population . 
F-rat io 
5 . 2 9 
7 . 2 7 
12 . 4 4 
12 . 9 3 
6 . 9 2 
* *  Acceptabl e  at the . 0 5 s igni ficance leve l . · 
Lymphatic T i s sues 
Acceptable 
Level * *  
4 . 4 9 
4 . 6 7 
As can be obserVed from the data in · tab l e  2 2 , there · 
i s  a negative association between fert i l i z er use and 
lymphatic t is sues cancer deaths . As multip l e  factors are 
considered , then other agricultural chemic a l s  enter ·the 
scene . However ,  s ince the contribut ions of pesticide and 
herbicide can ' t  be distinguished : from that _ o f  region , and 
s ince neither herb icide nor pestic ide had a s igni ficant 
Pearson correl ation : coefficient with thi s  type o f  cancer 
death , hypotheses one and two are rej ected , s i nce they 
* 
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postul ated a s ign i ficant relat ionsh ip between pest ic ide 
and herb icide �se and lymphatic tissues cancer death 
rates . 
TABLE 2 2  
S IGNI FICANT CONTRI BUTORS TO DEATH RATES * DUE TO 
LYMPHATIC TISSUES CANCER 
2 
# of Predictors R 
1 
Poverty Fami l ies . 2 5 
2 . 4 1 
Year3 
Education 
. 3 9 
Regi on2 
Herb icide Use 
. 3 8 
Region2 
Pest icide Use 
3 . 54 
Region3 
Regi on4 
I ncome 
Deaths per 1 , 0 0 0  populat ion . 
F-ratio 
5 . 2 4 ( - )  
7 . 3 2 
6 . 0 7 
5 . 9 0 
7 . 3 9 
7 . 3 7 
7 . 1 6 
5 . 3 7 
8 . 7 8 
5 . 7 1 
Acceptabl e  
Level * *  
4 . 4 9 
4 . 5 4 
4 . 6 0 
* *  Acceptable at the . 0 5 s ignificance level . 
Summary 
Tab l e  2 3  presents Pearson cb�relation coef f i c ients 
only for those variables that were s igni ficantly rel ated 
to each type of cancer deaths . As can be seen , Region4 , 
median fami ly income , percent of poverty fami l ites , and 
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herb i cide use were related to more types o f  cancers than 
other vari abl�s . On the other hand , oral cavity and 
pharynx cancer were not s igni f icantly related to any of 
the variables , and leukemia and lymphatic cancer were 
related to only one variables . 
TABLE 2 3  
PEARSON CORRELAT ION COEFF I C I ENTS FOR I NDEPENDENT VAR IABLES AND CANCER TYPES 
Canc e r  
Type s 
Var i ab les 
Year2 
Yea r 3  
Reg i o n l  
Re g i on2 
Reg ion3 
Reg i on4 
Reg ionS 
Ora l 
Cav i ty 
and 
Ph arynx 
Income ( 1 ) . 
Pove r t y : ( 2 )  
Educat i on ( 3 )  
Urban i z a t i �� ( 4 )  -
Fe r t i l i z e r . ( 5 )  
Pes t i c ide ( 6 )  
Herb ic ide ( 7 )  
D i g e s t i ve 
Organs 
0 . 5 0 7 2 9  
..;. Q . 4 8 6 9 4  
* S i gn i f icant a t  . 0 1 l e v e l . 
1 .  Med i an Fam i l y  I ncome . 
2 .  Pe rcen t Pov e r t y  Fami l y . 
3 .  Med i an Education Lev e l . 
Re s p i r a t o ry 
Organs 
0 . 4 9 1 4 2 
0 . 5 7 9 3 7  
0 . 5 2 7 8 5  
0 . 5 1 3 7 6  
Brea s t  
Gen i to r y  
Organs 
Urinary 
Organs 
Sk i n/ 
Connec t i ve 
T i s su e s /  
N e rvous 
S y s tem 
Lymph a t i c  
Leuke m i a  T i � su e s  
0 . 5 6 2 9 4  
0 . 6 5 7 6 0 *  
0 . 5 8 3 7 1 
0 . 5 5 2 9 6  
0 . 6 2 2 9 7 *  
0 . 7 2 3 0 5 *  
0 . 5 5 4 0 8  
- 0 . 5 0 0 38 
- 0 . 4 9 9 6 6  
0 . 4 9 4 2 1 . - 0 . 4 9 1 0 5  
0 . 6 8 1 3 4 *  - 0 . 7 3 4 4 1 *  
0 . 5 4 4 2 3  
4 .  P e rc e n t Urban Po pul a t i o n . 
0 . 4 9 8 5 3  
5 .  Percent Land Trea ted w i th F e r t i l i ze r . 
6 .  Percent Land Treated w i th Pe s t i c i de s . 
7 .  Percent Land Treated w i th H e rb i c i de s . 
- 0 . 4 9 6 7 6  
CHAPTER S IX 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS 
Introduction 
Thi s  chapter attempts to provide exp l anati ons for 
research f indings in terms of the theoretical orientation . 
o f  the study and the l iterature . Then the l imitations o f  
the study are stated , and suggestions for further 
research are g iven . 
Explanat ions of Findings 
The theoret ical orientat ion has postulated that as 
the United States industrial i zed ,  long term changes in 
other parts of the society also took place . Among those 
changes were increases in the standard o f  l iving , 
education , and changes in people ' s  diet , which in turn 
l ed to changes in certa in cancer morta l ity rates . 
F indings are discussed in th� fol lowing categories : 
f indings of th is study tha� were cons istent with previous 
research ; f indings that were inconsistent with the 
l iterature ; and then , unique or novel f indings , that i s , 
f indings that were not included in the l iteratur� , are 
reported . 
Findings Cons i stent with Previous Research 
Economics 
Both median family income - and percent poverty 
fami l ies were s igni ficantly related to death due to 
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cancers o f  the breast , urinary organs , and connect ive 
tissue and ne�ous system . With reference to breast 
cancer , educat ion was also s igni f icantly assoc iated 
( tabl e  2 3  in Chapter Five ) . There is , however , an 
apparent anomaly ; breast and urinary organs cancers were 
pos it ively related to both median family income and 
percent poverty fami l ies . The contrad iction i s  that ; " How 
can these cancers be positively related to both increases 
and decreases in income ? " .  For breast cancer , s i nce . 
" l ater age at menopause is associated with ·increased risk 
of breast cancer" ( Devesa and Diamond , 1 9 8 0 : 5 2 3 ) , and 
since the onset o f  menopause is related to standard of 
l iving , it i s  pos s ible that those l iving at or be l ow 
poverty l ine rece ive federal and/or state a s s i stance , 
which woul d  e ffect thei r  l iving standard . 
With reference to urinary organs cance r , the e f fect 
could be due to dietary habits , such as alcohol , cof fee , 
or canned food consumption . That i s , s ince kidney i ·s an 
important part in this group of cancers and it i s  
respons ibl e  for detoxi f ication of di f ferent materials in 
the body , it is pos s ib l e  that it is �xpos�d to more 
. . . . 
carcinogens than other parts • . One might suqgest that 
substances , l ike che�icals present in proces sed foods , or 
alcoho l , that cause urinary organs cancers are �el atively 
inexpens ive , thereby eas ily available to both high and 
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l ow income people . 
I 
F indings I ncons istent with Previous Research 
Agr icultural Chemical Use 
In thi s  study , no signi f icant positive as sociation 
was found between the use - of different agr icul tural 
chemicals and lymphat ic ti ssues cancer and soft tissue 
sarcomas . In fact , a negative association was found 
between fert i l i zer use and lymphat ic ti ssues cancer . The 
l iterature , on the other hand , had indicated a rel at ively 
cons i stent associat ion between agricultural chemical use 
and some lymphatic tissues cancer . One pos s ib l e  reason 
could be the rel at ively smal l amount of poi sonous 
chemica l s  used in South Dakota . For instance , according 
to 1 9 7 8  Census o f  Agriculture , 12 . 2 · percent o f  farmlands 
were treated with herbicide and only 3 . 3  percerit were 
treated with pest ic ide . Other possible r�ason could be 
that there were few pro fess ional appl icators who we·re . 
exposed to these chemicals . 
Urbani z at ion 
The fact that urbani z ation did not show a 
s igni f icant rel atio�ship with �ny of the 6ance� 
categories was an incons istency . With re ference to lung 
cancer , Greenberg ( 19 8 3 : 4 7 )  asserted that , " By l 9 7 0 -7 5 , 
mortal ity ( in the United States. ] due to l ung cancer in 
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white mal e s  has almost doubled" [ as compared t o  1 9 5 0-54 ] .  
He then , rath�r tacitly , attributed the rise in lung 
cancer mortal ity to urbanization and industrial i z ation , 
which were related to high level s o f  cigarette smoking 
and alcohol drinking and exposed people to industrial 
fumes , etc . I n  S outh Dakota , male lung cancer deaths 
accounted for 1 . 4  percent of deaths in 1 9 6 0 , it rose to 
2 . 3  percent in 1 9 7 0 , and by 1 9 8 0 , it was respon s ib l e  for 
2 . 7 percent of a l l  deaths ; almost double the f igure in 
1 9 6 0 . Yet respiratory organs cancer deaths were not shown 
to be s igni ficantly related to urban i z at i on . I t  could be 
that by using p lanning districts as the unit of analys is , 
the urban factor o f  " urban" count ies was reduced so much 
so as to l ose its e f fect . Also to be cons idered : i s  that 
the official definition of urban is a popul at i on of 2 , 5 0 0  
and more . Most states have a more intensive pattern o f  
urbani z ation or even· metropol itizat ion than S outh Dakota 
which is st i l l  s igni ficantly rural in characterist ics . . 
Oral Cavity , Pharynx and · Skin 
There was some evidence in the l iterature that some 
oral cavity cancers , ( such as head , neck , and l ip , . for 
instance ) and skin cancer were · more prevalent a_mong 
farmers because o f  their prolonged exposure to sun 
( Burme ister et a l . ,  19 8 1 ) . However , for S outh Dakota , no 
s igni ficant assoc iation was found ·between oral cavity 
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cancers and any o f  the study variables and skin cancer 
( as part of connective tissues and nervous system 
cancers ) had a negat ive association . 
Novel Findings 
In th is study , the pos itive association between herbicide 
use and cancers of the respiratory organs , breast , and 
urinary organs were not among the findings of previous 
research . In addit ion , pesticide use was found to be 
assoc iated with breast cancer . Al so , a negative 
assoc iat ion was found between economic fa�tors ( median 
family income and percent poverty fami l ies ) and the 
cancer group of the skin , connective tissue and nervous 
system . Here too , the l iterature had not suggested such a 
relationship . I n  fact , there is " s igni ficant a ssociation 
between breast cancer and the development of meningioma 
[ cancer o f  the membrane enclosing the br� in ] " ( Gr i f f iths _ 
et al . ,  1 9 8 4 : 2 0 8 ) . That is , - high incidents o f  breast 
cancer should have led to ·high incidents of nervous 
system organs cancer . 
Limitations o f  the Study 
Limitations o f  this study arise from the nature of 
the data and the way . it was originally col lected . That 
i s , the criteria on which the data were col l ecte� changed 
from some years to the next . As mentioned about 
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education , the criterion changed from "medi an years o f  
school completed" in 1 9 7 0  t o  "percent h igh school 
graduates " in 19 8 0 . Or that , tonnage of fert i l i zer use 
was col lected for some years , but tonnage of other 
chemica l s  was not col l ected . 
Another d i f ficulty arose from the fact that the 
number of cancer deaths were very sma l l  if used at the 
county l eve l , espec ial ly when broken by sex or race , 
therefore , count ies were · combined into reg ions ( pl ann ing 
districts ) . Thi s  becomes more important when cons idering 
the fact that heterogeneous count ies went into the making 
of a planning d i strict . That i s , for instance , p lanning 
district two cons i sted , among others , o f  Minnehaha 
county which was 7 8 . 9  percent urban in 1 9 7 0  and . McCook 
and Turner count ies which were z ero percent · urban . This 
would reduce the genera l i z abil ity o f  the result s  s ince 
the level of urbani iation of a planning district may . be 
d i fferent from that of the component counties . Or that 
each planning d istrict consisted of different number o f  
counties and hence , were of different s i zes . Thi s . would 
influence the population ' s  exposure to agri cultural 
chemical s , s ince the more dense· · a
. 
planning_ · d i strict , the 
more the number o f  p'eople who · could potent i a l ly be 
exposed to agricul t'ural chemicals . 
Furthermore , the data could not be analyzed in 
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several ways s imultaneous ly . That is , the data could not 
be sex , age , �ace , and cause-speci fic at the same time , 
because o f  the smal l  inc idence rates , therefore , cancer 
mortal ity rates were controlled for each one these 
variables one or two at a time . This would reduce the 
amount of control that is . needed to isolate a " cause " of 
a certain cancer . 
Some cancers are " caused" by contextual variables , 
such as amount of radiation in the water or i n  the 
atmosphere , exclus ion of which blurs the as·soci at ion of 
certa in cancers to other variables . 
· Fina l ly , most cancer deaths are ultimatel y  related 
to diet . That i s , even income and educational d i f ferences 
are usual ly reflected in dietary habits . However , diet as 
such was not among the variables of this study , thereby 
making the association of many cancers to a sp�ci f ic 
" caus e "  d i f ficult or imposs ible . 
Recommendations 
S everal o f  the findings of thi s · study were either 
novel or incon s istent with previous research f indings , 
thus making important the continued research i n  thi s  
area . Among thes e  f i.ndings � · the pos it ive assoc iation 
between herb i c ide and pesticide use and deaths due to 
breast cancer , primarily among · women is part icularly of 
interest for further research . . For exampl e ,  could it be 
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that South Dakota farmers rely more on the l abor o f  their 
wives instead . of the traditional hired l abor , thereby 
expos ing the women more to these chemical s ?  Or , might the 
res idual spi l l  o f f  of these chemicals be 
disproport ionately af fecting women? 
Another curious finding was the negative association 
between lymphatic ti ssues cancer death and fert il iz er 
use . This suggests the need for further research . 
The unidirect ional ( whether positive or negative ) 
assoc iat i on o f  breast , urinary organs , and connective 
t issue and nervous system organs cancers with both { and 
apparently oppos ite ) indicators of economic status is of 
importance . I n  thi s  respect , it would be i nteresting if  
one would d iv ide the counties on the bases o f  county 
income , urbani z at ion , and education and observe the 
d i f ference s , or omit counties with very smal l  cancer 
deaths and only compare those with suf ficient numbers . 
It is al so recommended that micro level variab l es be 
included in the study of cancer s ince many cancers are 
�elated to l iving standards and dietaty factors and 
therefore should be studied at the 'individual { micro )  
l evel . 
Theoretical Impl i ca�ions 
Modern i z ation theory was employed as the theoretical 
framework in thi s  study . While some of the f indings 
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provided support for the fundamental s  of thi s  theory , 
other aspects . of the theory were not , apparently , 
supported . 
The increase in death due to cancers o f  the 
respiratory organs , digestive organs , femal e  breast , and 
urinary organs , provided general support to the idea that 
as soc iet ies modernize , their l iving standards a l so 
increase , making them more res i stant to i nfectious 
diseases . But their diet · also changes . Peop l e  are exposed 
to more chemical s , either directly in thei r  p lace of work 
and environment , or indirectly through chemica l s  used in 
foods . 
However , the theory also postulates that as 
societies modern i z e , they become more urban i z ed ,  which 
results in concentration of risk factors in· the cities . 
Factors such as high rates of smoking and drinking , 
exposure to environmental fumes , and environmental 
degradation , may increase the rate of degenerat ive 
i l l nesses . In thi s  study no s igni f icant rel at i onship wa s 
found between urbani z ation as such and high rate� . of 
cancer mortal ity . Thi s , · however ,  co.uld be due to the . fact 
that d i fferent counties with · ex
.tremely d i :e ferent l evels 
of urbani z at i on were combined together to construct a 
pl anning district , thereby lowering the pos s ib l �  effects 
of urbani z at ion by itsel f .  I f  more urbani z ed count ies 
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could be compared with less urbani z ed ones in a 
comparison fashion , then the influence of urbani z ation 
could be assessed more prec isely . Another cons ideration 
i s  that dietary habits were not cons idered in thi s  study , . 
and these are important factors when studying the e f fects 
of urban i z ation . Another route would be to compare 
counties with suf f icient number of cancer death , to see 
i f  more urban i z ed counties have more death due to certa in 
cancers . Thi s  way , modernization theory or aspects of it , 
could better be e�amined . 
Summary 
The f indi ngs of this study , while con f i rming some o f  
the f i ndings o f  previous research , presented some rather 
unique results and some results that were incons i stent 
with prev i ous studies on cancer . The study a l so supported 
the theoretical framework employed in the study . That is , 
with modern i z ation also came increases in educat ion , 
urbani z at ion , intens i f ication of farming , more rel i ance 
on farm chemicals , and eventual ly a shi ft in the leading 
causes o f  morb idity and mortal ity . 
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